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Protest: "No way, Bob Rae"
Over 1000 signatures gathered
from Laurier students as protest
against the Rae Review swarms
the Aird Underpass
LAURA SCOTT
Staff Writer
Staff and student protestorsmade their voices heard
Tuesday, as they rallied in the
rain at the Aird Underpass against
Bob Rae's recommendation to
raise tuition. Rae's report on post
secondary education in Ontario,
which was released last week,
recommends $1.3 billion in addi-
tional funding, but also calls for
the current tuition freeze to be
lifted.
Approximately 50 to 60 stu-
dents gathered with noise makers
and posters, chanting, "What do
we want? Tuition freeze! When
do we want it? Now!"
The main focus of the protest
was the recommendation to lift
the tuition freeze. Sharon Lee, a
graduate student working on her
Masters of Social Work, stated
that "tuition fees are going to be
going up," and that, "the debt that
[students] will incur would pre-
vent them from going [on to do
graduate studies]."
"In other places that have
implemented plans like the Rae
Review, you have people paying
[off tuition] for the rest of their
lives," said Lee.
Many of the students that
were involved in the protest were
there to draw attention to the neg-
ative aspects of Rae's recommen-
dations. Bryn Ossington, a stu-
dent at the protest, said, "I think
hopefully that if enough people
become aware of the situation we
can eventually bring change from
it."
A handful of faculty were in
attendance, among them Dr.
Walsh-Bowers, a psychology
professor at Laurier.
"It's extremely important to
me that faculties support stu-
dents... students are in a very
deplorable situation because of
the escalating costs of their edu-
cation," said Walsh-Bowers, also
noting, '"most students can't
afford the escalating fees, as a
consequence they have to take 011
part time jobs, some of them two
or three part time jobs."
He added that when they
work so often, they have less time
to dedicate to their studies, and
the quality of their education suf-
fers.
Walsh-Bowers, later on gave
a speech, addressing the protest-
ers. After outlining the positives
in the Rae Review, he went on to
denounce the negatives. "What
we don't like are his recommen-
dations to not only lift the tuition
freeze, but to allow universities to
regulate whatever tuition they
feel is appropriate."
His speech then proceeded to
attack the current provincial and
federal governments.
'The Canadian public keeps
electing a liberal government.
Wake up and smell the herbal tea
friends. The federal liberals will
never give you what you are
looking for and the provincial
conservatives who are following
the same script...will never give
you what you are looking for,"
said Walsh-Bowers.
He concluded his speech by
yelling out "Resist!" as the crowd
started chanting "No way Bob
Rae."
Walsh-Bowers is a member of
the NDPparty. He has run unsuc-
cessfully as an NDP candidate in
recent provincial and federal
elections for Kitchener-centre.
The protest was organized by
Steve Hendrix, Chair of the
Graduate Students' Association,
who felt that they were successful
in bringing attention to the prob-
lems in the Rae review. He also
pointed out that students were
signing petitions. "We have over
1,000 signatures from Wilfrid
Laurier students."
He also implied that there
were plans to hold another protest
in the near future.
Not all students however have
the same sentiment. iMike
Crossley, a third year Honours
Geography student who wit-
nessed the protest believes that
the income-contingency loan
repayment is a step in the right
direction to helping students pay
off their loans over a longer peri-
od of time. He also noted that
depending on students' programs,
some should pay more, "if it costs
the university more to run."
Erin Moore
Students flood the Aird Underpass during the rain this past Tuesday for a Graduate Students' Association organized protest of the Rae
Review findings. Approximately 50 students showed up to listen to the speakers and to join the chanting.
New VPs
hired for
new year
Dan Robert's
team is now
complete
FERRIS BOYD
Staff Writer
The new vice presidents for
Wilfrid Laurier Students' Union
were hired and announced this
Monday after a long weekend of
interviews.
Kat Lourenco was hired for
VP: Marketing, Lyndsey Jones
for VP: Human Resources and
Development, Allan Cayenne for
VP: Student Activities, John
Lintzeris for VP: Finance, and
Mili Jain for VP: Student
Services.
"I'm really happy with the
team we've got, and am looking
forward to working with them."
says Lourenco. who is currently
the Radio Laurier Coordinator.
She stated that her first job is hir-
ing for the Marketing
Department, and she is expecting
this to be a challenge because
these positions tend to be lesser
known.
Jones plans to "work with the
President, Management
Committee, and Board of
Directors to establish priorities
for the year," and believes her
experience within the Students'
Union and passion for the volun-
teers of Laurier will be of benefit
over the next year. Jones is cur-
rently the chair of the Board of
Directors, president of Delta
Gamma women's fraternity, a stu-
dent senator, and part of the hir-
ing committee of WLUSU.
Cayenne's immediate plans
for student activities are to sit
dowti and talk with all potential
coordinator applicants. "I want
there to be a strong Student
Activities coordinator team next
year and I believe that in order to
do so there must be an early
establishment of communication
and understanding between
myself and any potential coordi-
nator," said Cayenne. He confid-
ed that he has wanted this job
ever since he saw Darryl
Patterson make a speech to first
year students during orientation
week.
"I will work day and night to
ensure that decisions which are
made in the coming year are
reflective of what the students
want while also ensuring the
financial viability of the corpora-
tion," states Lintzeris, the new
VP: Finance. Lintzeris has gained
experience through XLERATE.
and has held such positions as
business manager and campus
clubs coordinator for the campus
- Please see Hiring, page 2
Mili Jain, a fourth year student in
the honours BBA program, wants
to use the next two months to
learn from the present VP:
Student Services. She is currently
the BACCHUS coordinator, and
when asked how she feels after
being hired, she replied that she is
"extremely happy to have been
given this opportunity."
"They have great
visions and the
knowledge to make
their ideas become a
reality."
- Dan Robert,
WLUSU President
The VPs were interviewed by
a panel of Students' Union mem-
bers in a five step interview
process that included a behaviour
based application question sub-
mission, a VP proposal submis-
sion that outlined their goals and
initiatives for the year, a behav-
iour based interview round, a pro-
posal presentation, and a question
and answer session.
The panel members consisted
of Dan Robert, the president-
elect; Steve Welker, current pres-
ident; Mark Walhout, VP: Human
Resources Development; Laura
Gray, Board of Directors chair-
elect; Dan Hocking, BOD vice
chair elect; and Jen Mitchell, VP:
University Affairs-elect.
Robert believes that the cho-
sen vice presidents will compli-
ment each other immensely, and
maintains that "[each member]
brings an abundance of experi-
ence to their positions, both from
WLUSU and from outside work
experience. They have great
visions and the knowledge to
make their ideas become a reali-
ty"
Non-hired members of the new
Management Committee include:
Dan Robert, President
Jen Mitchell, VP: University'
Affairs
Laura Gray, Chair, BOD
Dan Hocking, Vice-Chair, BOD
Dan Robert
Clockwise from top-left: Alan Cayenne VP: Student Activities, John
Lintzeris VP: Finance, Kat Lourenco VP: Marketing, Lyndsey Jones
VP: Human Resources and Development, Mili Jain VP: Student
Services.
News
New Cord Editor-in-chief "ecstatic"
Changes and
improvements to
come with new
editor
FRASER KING
News Editor
In a word "ecstatic," is howBrandon Currie described
himself after learning that he
would be the 2005 - 2006 Cord
Editor-in-Chief, noting "after
four years it feels to good to have
attained my goal."
Current Editor-in-Chief,
Caitiin Howlett, was happy that
Currie got the position.
"[Brandon] has done a very good
job. He has great ideas to
improve The Cord," Howlett con-
tinued, "in specific, his cover lay-
out is great, it is innovative yet
traditional."
The cover of The Cord is
being heralded as one of Currie's
most impressive plans. "Expect
some dominant aesthetics and a
significant tweak, not an over-
haul, more of an evolution of the
cover," said Currie.
In addition to improving the
layout of The Cord, Currie has
plans to expand readership,
including putting the paper
online, having more racks around
campus and is even exploring
home delievery of The Cord.
Currie was happy that the
$1.50 WLUSP fee increase
passed during the election, "it
gives us a mandate to expand, but
we must be responsible." Currie
hopes that the increase will help
him to increase readership, noting
"we need to take some calculated
risks."
"Maybe I'm a little jealous of
the increase," said Howlett,
"because of some of the technical
problems we had, but I am very
excited for WLUSP."
With next year being the 80th
anniversary of The Cord, Currie
has a plan to make a special sec-
tion in The Cord to commemorate
the event.
Currie explained that his
biggest challenge is going to be
maintaining the quality of The
Cord. "I want to expand, but
Caitiin Howlett and Wilbur
McLean, former Cord EIC, have
done a lot and laid a really solid
foundation," said Currie.
While saddened that she is no
longer going to be EIC, Howlett
noted, "I will be happy to go to
bed at a decent time on produc-
tion night!"
"Make a lot of friends first,
because you will make a lot of
enemies," said a laughing
Howlett as advice for the new
EIC.
David Schwimmer
Pictured above at a Canadian University Press function is Brandon
Currie, the new Cord Editor-in-Chief for 2005-2006.
Cord
clippings
NATIONAL
Toronto to host Kyoto proto-
col conference, as Paul
Martin announces Canada's
commitment
The Toronto Star has revealed
that Toronto will be hosting a
large Kyoto conference in
November. The meeting,
named the Conference of the
Parties, is held annually, but
will be particularly significant
this year, since it will be the
first year the accord has gone
into effect.
This Wednesday, Prime
Minister Paul Martin will
announce the formal launch of
Kyoto. Canada is one of 38
industrialized countries who
have committed to cutting their
combined emissions of carbon
dioxide to five per cent below
1990 levels by 2012. Canada's
own reduction target is six per
cent.
PROVINCIAL
Dalton pledges money to
cash-strapped police
The McGuinty government has
pledged $5 million annually to
fund an enhanced computer
network for the provincial
police, The Ottawa Citizen
claims. The case management
system will be used to track big
criminals such as sexual preda-
tors, stalkers and serial killers,
allowing cases across the
province with apparent links to
be identified. The police
believe it will be more effective
to have an integrated system for
the entire province to be work-
ing from.
LOCAL
17-year-old stabbed after
brief altercation in Waterloo
A 17-year-old Waterloo male
was stabbed in the leg on
February 5 by another 17-year-
old Waterloo man, says The
Record. The two had agreed to
fight at a certain location.
Police revealed that one
male threw a bottle, but missed
the victim, after which point he
pulled out a knife and chased
the victim down, stabbing him
in the leg. The accused has
since been charged with assault
causing bodily harm.
Compiled by April Cunningham
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Internship offers "opportunities"
Marketing students to promote
Chevy Cobalt for class project
STEPHANIE VOLLICK
Staff Writer
Laurier has joined GeneralMotors of Canada Limited to
give business students the chance
to gain marketing experience
with an on-campus marketing
campaign. Fourth year marketing
students have developed Ignite
Marketing, a marketing agency
whose purpose is to create, man-
age and evaluate a promotional
campaign for General Motors.
There are around 50 students
involved with Ignite Marketing.
It is a part of Business 472
Integrated Marketing
Communications. Public
Relations Department Head, Lisa
Intini added, "It's half of our
mark." Intini described the class
as, "good hands-on marketing
experience" that benefits the stu-
dents more than case studies
where they are only speculating
what it would be like.
The students are planning an
event on-campus to promote the
Chevrolet Cobalt to students aged
19-25. The event will take place
on March 10. "It is scheduled to
be in the Quad but we are waiting
for approval to bring the cars in.
We need the cars to be there, so if
we don't get approval it could be
in one of the parking lots." Intini
explained. The event is designed
to promote brand awareness
through entertaining activities for
students. Intini described the
event, "There will be car ride
games, a barbeque, a spinning
wheel and students will be able to
go in the cars."
There is hope for a similar
program next year but it is not
finalized yet. The partnership
between the university and
General Motors of Canada
Limited is to help students learn
to apply the skills they have
learned at Laurier and develop
their presentation skills. It is part
of the General Motors Marketing
Internship. Since 2003, eight uni-
versities and colleges in Canada
have participated in the program.
Bag O'
CRIME
THEFT UNDER $5000
Monday January 31
St Michael's Day Care staff
reported the theft of two of the
banners hanging outside the main
entrance.
THEFT UNDER $5000
Monday January 31
A report was received that per-
son(s) unknown broke into a
vending machine in Little House
and removed a quantity of money
and product.
MEDICAL ASSIST
4:53pm Monday January 31
Officers and and ambulance
responded to University Place
after receiving a report that a resi-
dent was suffering from extreme
stomach cramps. The student was
taken to hospital by ambulance.
MEDICAL ASSIST
2:55pm Tuesday February 1
Officers responded to the Centre
Spot after receiving a report that a
student was experiencing dizzi-
ness. She was assisted to Health
Services.
ASSIST POLICE
2:lsam Tuesday February 1
Officers responded to the inter-
section of Noecker & Regina
Streets after receiving a report of
a fight in progress. On arrival they
found a male student who had
been assaulted by an unidentified
male. The matter was turned over
to Regional Police.
MISCHIEF
4:55am Thursday February 3
Person(s) unknown made a large
hole in the drywall in a classroom
in the Peters Building.
TRESPASS
7:l3pm Thursday February 3
Officers attended at the Athletic
Complex after receiving a report
of an older male who was smok-
ing and possibly drinking inside
the King St doors. A non WLU
male was identified and evicted
from the premises and a part bot-
tle of sherry was seized. The indi-
vidual was issued with a trespass
notice and sent on his way.
FALSE FIRE ALARM
2:osam Friday February 4
Person(s) unknown caused a fire
alarm in the Arts E Wing by acti-
vating a pull station. No sign of
smoke or fire were found.
i CRIME OF THE WEEK:
ASSIST POLICE
I B:ospm Saturday February 5
Regional Police contacted
Security to advise they had
arrested a male WLU student
who was found urinating on
King St in front of Waterloo
Town Square. The matter will
be sent to the Judicial Affairs
Council.
MOTOR VEHICLE COLLISION
12:25pm Sunday February 6
Officers responded to a minor
motor vehicle collision in lot 3.
There were no injuries.
During this time period, one
warning was issued for a liquor
act violation.
News Bites
Volunteer fees
eliminated
In a surprise move late Tuesday
night, the WLUSU Board of
Directors voted 9 - 5 in favour of
Fraser McCracken's motion to
get rid of volunteer fees for
Orientation Week.
Look for in-depth coverage in
the next Cord, after reading week.
Have you seen
my testicle?
A British woman has been sen-
tenced to two-and-a-half years in
jail last Thursday for ripping off
her ex-lover's testicle - with her
bare hands, reports Yahoo News.
The woman, Amanda Monti,
24, entered a rage last May after
Geoffry Jones ended their rela-
tionship.
Monti grabbed Jones by the
genitals and tore off his left testi-
cle and then hid it in her mouth
before a friend of Jones reclaimed
the testicle and returned it to
Jones, noting "that's yours."
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IMPACT YOUR COMMUNITY
Think you got what it takes to be on the
JUDICIAL AFFAIRS COUNCIL?
The J.A.C. is currently hiring highly motiviated, dynamic
INDIVIDUALS to serve their communtiy as part of the council
during the 2005-2006 Academic Year
1 Chairperson
1 Vice-Chairperson
5 COUNCILORS
3 Student Advisors
Application package & more information is available in the
Dean of Students' Office, 3rd Floor-Fred Nichol's Campus
Centre
Application deadline is 4:00 p.m. 0n...
February 28th. 2005 March 4th. 2005
for Chair & Vice Chair For all other positions
The J.A.C. is the student judiciary body on campus, dealing
with matter related to the Non-Academic Code of Conduct.
ESL Teacher Training Courses
■ Intensive 60-Hour Program
■ Classroom Management Techniques
■ Detailed Lesson Planning
■ Comprehensive Teaching Materials
■ Internationally Recognized Certificate
■ ]ob Guarantee Included
■ Thousands of Satisfied Students
Oxford Seminars
1-800-269-6719 / 416-924-3240
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PART-TIME CAREER DES POSSIBILITES DE CARRIERES
OPPORTUNITIES A TEMPS PARTIEL
Be part of our team and take pride in your career. Faites partie de I'equipe de la Reserve de I'Armee de terre.
In the Canadian Forces Army Reserve, we: C'est avec dignite etfierte que nous sommes:
• Are dedicated to serving Canada at home and abroad • au service des Canadiens, autant au pays qu'a I'etranger
• Work in a challenging environment • appeles a relever des defis passionnants
• Learn leadership skills • engages a developper nos competences en leadership
Take up the challenge of working in today's Army Reserve. Une carriere au sein de la Reserve de I'Armee de terre,
Just look at what we offer you! c'est bien plus qu'un simple emploi. Nous vous offrons:
• A wide range of career opportunities • de nombreuses possibles de carrieres
« Practical hands-on experience • I'occasion d'apprendre en travaillant
• Help with paying for your education * de vous aider a payer vos etudes
• Voluntary overseas missions • de participer a titre volontaire a des missions a I'etranger
NOW HIRING! MAINTENANT EN RECRUTEMENT!
Visit our Recruiter at Venez rencontrer notre recruteur,
550 Parkside Drive, Waterloo au 550 Parkside Drive, Waterloo
(519) 888-9782 (519) 888-9782
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Hiring Editors for 2005-06
News Editor (2) - Working with another editor, reports camDus news and events. Co-ordinates with Special Projects
Editor to develop lono-term news stories and manaoes news writing team.
Opinion Editor - In charge of the Editorial and Opinion pages, he/she must hire and manage columnists,
co-ordinate editorial cartoons with the Graphics Editor and work closely with the Editor-in-Chief and Editorial Board in
writing unsigned editorials.
International Editor - Edits the International page, covers all relevant international news and hires writers and
columnists for the section.
Features Editor - Responsible for an in-depth, bi-weekly section on a given issue or topic.
Sports Editor - Covers all relevant sports events and news, must manage a group of writers and work with photo
manager to ensure that covered events are phototgraphed.
Student Life - With a group of writers, covers all things student and life on campus and beyond
Special Projects Editor - Will produce a monthly, investigative-based section in concert with News Editors.
NEW! Arts & Entertainment Editor - Responsible for the newly merged Arts and Entertainment section. Manaoes
a large group of writers and can differentiate both areas of coverage within the section.
NEW! Cord Historian - To coincide with The Cord's 80th anniversary, he/she will produce a monthly
section detailing the history of the newspaper/WLU.
NEW! Graphics Editor - Responsible for all creative illustrations/graphics within The Cord. Will work closely with the
Editorial Board to draw a weekly editorial cartoon and produce all other relevant graphics.
￿ All editorial positions require a 2 page platform critiauina this year's section and outlining a vision for next year
￿ Applications are available in the WLUSP office (basement of Mac House), and are due there on Friday, March 11 at12Dm
￿ Candidates must be available for interviews between friday, March 11 and Sunday, March 13
￿ All editorial positions receive a $400 honourarium, contingent on the completion of their editorial term and a transition report
￿ Successful candidates will sit on The Cord's Editorial Board and be required to attend 2 one-hour meetings per week
￿ No past experience with The Cord is necessary, though applicants will be required to submit three pieces of relevant writing
￿ All section candidates are solely responsible for all content in the section, and report to The Cord Editor-in-Chief
￿ Candidates are encouraged to apply for as many editorial positions as they're interested in, though they can only hold one
￿ further information on each position will be available with application form and all positions run from May 2005 to April 2006
￿ Section editors will also be reauired to complete a significant portion of the layout/desion of the section, but trainmo is provided and no experience is necessary
WLUSP is also looking for:
1 ■
Copy Editors (wlu 13®
Online/Publication Production Assistants Kffwr.au
Duplication^
The Cord Weekly
The tic (/int bind*. sin a' !<)-<•
A proud memberof the Canadian University Press
Editorial Board
Editor-in-Chief Opinion Editor Features Editor
Caitlin Howlett Bryn Boyce Michelle Pinchev
Production Manager International Editor Student Life Editor
Brandon Currie Kris Cote Jennifer Asselin
News Editors Arts & Entertainment Editor Special Projects Editor
April Cunningham Carly Beath Colin Duffett
Fraser King Sports Editor
Bryan Shinn
Staff
Production Assistants Ananthan Sundarcsan
Wilbur McLean Miranda MacDonald
Mike "BBA" Li Sarah Schrocr
Janet Linseman
Sydney Helland
Rames Paramsothy
Copy Editing Manager. Amy Rogers
Copy Editors Kevin Field
Jessica Roy Brenda Heatly
Danyelle Erwin Heather Olavson
Regan Walsh Jeremy Woodcock
Stefanie Buszynski
JillianPancott
Photo Mangers Erika Ivanic
, Erin Moore
Ad Production Manager. Jacquelyn Cain
Super-Duper IT Manager. Greg Smith
Contributors
Ferris Boyd Mark Hopkins Chris Sadler
Mike Brown Veronica Hughes Laurie Sadowski
Pete Cram Brendan Jones Laura Scott
Andrew Craig Grace Kim Krista Shackleford
Rob Crocco Lindsay MacDonald Brad Skelton
Tony Ferguson Chad McCordic Joanne Spanninga
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A poor track record
Where's the protest?It's the missing ingredi-
ent in the typical Laurier sand-
wich, lost somewhere between
the bed of volunteerism and the
slice of academia. In the past 10
years, the WLU sandwich hasn't
seen so much as a dollop of
protest. Tuesday marked the typi-
cal annual spread of protest as the
Grad Students Association
protested the recent recommen-
dations to post-secondary educa-
tion made by the Honourable Bob
Rae.
If anything, the protest yester-
day marked yet another disap-
pointing attempt to engage the
students at Laurier. Protest at
Laurier appears to be uninterest-
ing and in fact, bothersome
instead of sparking discourse and
awareness. Unaccustomed to the
art of protesting, many students
walk by with a look of confusion
or disgust, much like they do dur-
ing open forums in the
Concourse.
Students are so disengaged at
WLU that the major focal point
of the week seems to be a racy
MSN conversation with 'you
know who,' or the latest plot twist
on The O.C. No one cares.
In search of real protest, The
Cord conducted its own manual
Google-like search of its very
own headlines for the past few
years with the key words: protest,
student and Laurier. We found
very little:
In late November of 2004,
students peacefully gathered for a
"democracy rally." Few partici-
pated and the organizers were
visibly upset by the poor show-
ing.
In 2003 - 2004, we got three
hits. Students "dropped dead" on
campus Thursday March 18,
2004 to raise awareness for vic-
tims of bombings around the
world. Ryan Murdock, a first year
history student found the form of
small protest to be "all a bit
weird." This attitude spawns out
of unfamiliarity with a campus
that lacks the motivation and the
individuals to create the kind of
protest universities such as
Concordia demonstrate on a reg-
ular basis. On Sunday September
7, 2003, members of Laurier
Students for Public Interest
Research Group (LSPIRG)
protested a prayer meeting that
was not in favour of homosexual
marriage. It was a peaceful and
small protest, garnering the atten-
tion of approximately 150people.
A peace camp was organized on
the campus in March of 2003 to
protest the war in Iraq.
September 2002, during the
WLU Staff Association strike,
students voiced support by pre-
senting the university administra-
tion with a petition of more than
400 signatures. November Ist of
the same year saw 60 students
and additional WLUSA and
WLU Faculty Association mem-
bers demonstrate their dislike
with the labour dispute. A human
chain blocked traffic for a few
traffic light cycles until police
broke it up. The rally was initiat-
ed by Masters of Social Work stu-
dents.
Thursday October 10, 2001.
Ten representatives of Laurier's
Amnesty International chapter
protested in an attempt to raise
awareness and circulate a petition
to persuade the Canadian govern-
ment to send more humanitarian
aid to Afghani refugees in lieu of
military support.
Thursday November 2, 2001.
Laurier protestors walked along
University Avenue promoting
peace and protesting the bomb-
ings in Afghanistan. Peaceful but
small, with 50 participants.
Search results for 1999 -
2000 produced zero hits or at
least incidents worth mentioning.
January 21, 1998, protest regard-
ing the potential 20 percent
tuition hike over the following
two years was contemplated by
WLUSU, but their affiliation
with Ontario University Students
Alliance (OUSA) and not the
Canadian Federation of Students
(CFS), led them to use the pro-
posed "Day of Action" on
January 28 as an information day
for students surrounding the
issue. WLUSU VP: University
Affairs at the time, Meaghan
Brown, called the CFS "too radi-
cal" and felt that OUSA would
bring the matter to the govern-
ment in a "diplomatic" fashion.
This brief chronicle of
protesting at Laurier is brief for
one reason - a real lack of student
activism over important issues. In
fact, student protest seems to
have truly waned in the last few
years. Our poor track record of
large-scale protest is embarrass-
ing, but expected in a school of
voters who just recently showed
no real concern in a total student
fee increase of $200 for various
services. No debate, no protest.
The Laurier sandwich contin-
ues to satisfy the blandest of
palettes. Without the spread of
large protest on a more regular
basis, you can expect to digest the
same boring stories we've seen
over the years. Why don't stu-
dents care anymore, or more
importantly, what do they care
about?
Editorial
Hasty liberal activism
Should the Liberals really be so
quick to redefine marraige?
Brendan Jones
Guest Editorial
When France legislated civil
unions, their "left wing" govern-
ment obviously did not believe
they were akin to racially segre-
gated schools in the Old South.
When the "right wing" govern-
ment of Alberta began making no
distinction between same-sex and
opposite-sex couples when con-
sidering adoption cases, they
obviously did not believe that a
civil marriage was any less than a
traditional marriage. When reli-
gious groups began raising con-
cerns about its same-sex marriage
legislation, the "centrist" federal
government of Canada told them
to shut up and butt out. Under
Canadian law however, the feder-
al government defines who can
get married, but it is the
provinces that consummate them.
Today a same-sex couple can
walk into any city hall in several
territories and provinces across
Canada and get a marriage
license, then have a civil mar-
riage performed by a judge or jus-
tice of the peace. Clergy from the
Metropolitan Community
Church, Unitarian Universalist
Association, United Church of
Canada, and even some Reform
Jewish rabbis will perform reli-
gious marriages. At many
mosques, synagogues, churches,
and dinner tables they are raising
questions about their rights, but
we hardly give them the time of
day. We effectively silence peo-
ple of faith, lie to and about them
and insult the very ideas that
Canada itself was founded upon.
Despite public opinion being
evenly divided nationwide, with
Alberta and Ontario most
opposed at 50 percent and 48 per-
cent of the population respective-
ly, we stifle talk of moral behav-
iour in the name of morality.
We deny the difference
between right and wrong and
then condemn people as being
wrong if they disagree. We say
we are mature and that they are
childish. This shows just how
immature we are and how much
growing up we need to do.
We invoke the Civil Rights
Movement of the 1960s to drum
up support for same-sex mar-
riage. The opposition to same-sex
marriage is not about instituting
legal discrimination though. The
Supreme Court of Canada guar-
anteed protection against dis-
crimination before and under the
law to gays and lesbians in 1995.
We accuse a Marriage
Commissioner who quit instead
of performing same-sex mar-
riages of intolerance. The opposi-
tion to same-sex marriage is not
based on the right of a priest to
not perform a gay marriage. The
Supreme Court reaffirmed this
last year.
We claim Shari'ah law as
precedence because Canadian
law overruled its discrimination
against women after entering into
a union with a man. Opposition is
not based on the rights of same-
sex couples once in a union
either. In 1999 the Court extend-
ed these too.
What the Court has not reaf-
firmed, and Bill C-38 does not
recognize either, is the right of
religious groups and individuals
to freely practice their religion
behind their own doors.
By changing the traditional
definition of marriage, we open it
up to being challenged under the
same pretenses as it is being con-
tested now. A bisexual or trans-
gendered person might one day
claim that they need two spouses,
demanding the right to retain
their existing spouse while taking
another to keep their family
intact. Paul Martin has explained
that he won't use the notwith-
standing clause to protect reli-
gious freedom, because if one
minority can be discriminated
against, then others are potential-
ly at risk. Yet, by limiting mar-
riage to two persons in Bill C-38,
he is discriminating against reli-
gions that practice polygamy.
Martin says polygamy will
always be a crime, but nobody
can predict how The Supreme
Court will rule.
Today a religious group is
being hauled in front of the B.C.
Human Rights Tribunal and,
eventually, the Supreme Court.
The group had cancelled the
rental contact with a same-sex
couple for a wedding reception to
be held in a hall behind a church
in suburban Vancouver. They
returned the couple's deposit and
paid for the rental of a new hall
along with the printing of new
invitations. This is what is being
called for at mosques, syna-
gogues, churches and dinner
tables across Canada. Not stop-
ping same-sex marriages, but
protecting their right not to cele-
brate them.
Tolerance is a two way street.
There are robust affirmations of
religious freedom in the U.N.
Universal Declaration on Human
Rights, the International
Covenant on Civil and Political
Rights, and The Charter of Rights
and Freedoms. If we do not pro-
ceed cautiously when protecting
the rights of same-sex couples,
we risk destroying our religious
freedom, which is the cornerstone
of any liberal democracy.
So perhaps Paul Martin could
explain why it's a good idea for
Canada to become only the third
country in the world to change
traditional marriage?
Graphic by Fraser King
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Quicker than a Rae of light
Columnist Chad McCordic
wonders how badly we're going
to be screwed over this time...
Chad McCordic
Extended Sequence
The day the Rae Review ofPost-Secondary Education
came out, I trudged through the
rain to 202 Regina. In my opin-
ion, 202 Regina holds a certain
sense of wonder. As in, "I wonder
how badly I'm going to get
screwed over this time."
But, I digress, this newspaper
space isn't for whining. Back to
my story.
I was in line because the
Laurier website told me that if I
wanted to graduate (and hot
smoking darn, I want to) I needed
to fill out a form (that would cost
me twenty bucks) saying "I want
to graduate." However, I was a
week late. My guess was the
hefty late fee would be double the
original price. I was wrong.
"No, no, see, it's $51 ON TOP
OF the original 20." I banged the
counter, pounded the wall and
spewed Marxist thought. The
nice lady in the registrar's office
offered condolences and advice.
"It's the policy from above.
Write to the president."
I'm sure some of you are
aware of the Rae Review. Most of
you probably aren't, but that's
cool. Witness this scene in front
of an X-Box:
"So did you hear about the
Rae Review, Chris?"
"The what now?"
"The Rae Review. Bob Rae... our
school's chancellor... just com-
pleted this report on Ontario uni-
versities. Says government
should pitch in over two billion
dollars, and tuition should be
raised, and kids from lower
incomes can get more student
loans, in other words: debt. I
dunno it se - oh you bastard!"
"SNIPED! Stop talking smart
and play more video games,
Chad!"
What irks me about
the Rae Review is the
idea that reform
must come from the
top down... trickle-
down university
reform.
Not surprisingly, university
administrations across the
province are loving the Rae
Review. Meanwhile, students are
unanimous in their apathy: It
seems to be another excuse that
says, "It's the policy from
above." Because at the end of the
day, no matter how high my
tuition is, and how fancy my uni-
versity looks, I'm still going to
have to pay a 350 percent late fee
for a piece of paper that I've
already paid over $20,000 for.
But again, this newspaper
space isn't for whining. Back to
talking smart.
For a former NDP premier,
Rae's review seems almost... con-
servative. As I watched our
Chancellor spout ideas of a priva-
tized student loan system. I was
reminded of the asinine notion of
"trickle down economics" from
the U.S. This is among the
mantras of the Republican Party.
They believe that if we have
enough rich folk, they'll feel gen-
erous and personally give poor
folks financial aid or at least let
their money flow down the
income hierarchy.
I think that's what irks me
about the Rae Review, the notion
that sweeping reformation and
change has to come from the top
levels and work its way down.
Call it "trickle-down university
reform."
Tuition is going to rise
because of this. It will probably
be the only effect that students
will have on this snowball that
Rae started rolling. Our voices
and our concerns won't matter,
but our money will.
Why doesn't change ever
happen from the ground up? I
agree with Mr. Rae, that our
schools need radical change, but
it should include you and me -
not just him.
When will the nice lady in the
Registrar's office say, "It's the
policy from below. Write to your
fellow students."
Letters to the Editor
Re:"The world must rally
to Nepal"
It is distinctly disturbing when histo-
ry is forgotten. The recent article on
Nepal's response to the Maoist insur-
rection shows once again how truly
effective terrorist propaganda can be.
It is no small irony that the Maoists-
namesake policies during the Cultural
Revolution resulted in the deaths of
some 80,000,000 Chinese, signifi-
cantly more persons killed by either
the Nazis or Stalin's regime.
These murders and forced starva-
tions were done in the name of
enlightening Chinese culture and
advancing it towards some glorious
Utopian future envisioned by the
deranged leftist dictator Mao. With
the similar high-toned rhetoric of
"democracy," the Maoists of Nepal
lament about how the government is
confounding their desire to establish a
"true democratic government" and
bemoan the "issues of caste discrimi-
nation." Read between the lines and
you see a sick and dark agenda to
establish a one party rule and to qui-
etly kill off the former power elite and
their families. This is similar to virtu-
ally all "egalitarian" terrorist organi-
zations; from the killing fields ofPol
Pot's Cambodia to the gulags of
Soviet Russia.
Governments must occasionally
take firm measures to ensure the con-
tinuing peace and order within their
country. Occasionally these may
seem overblown if looked at from the
wrong angle (Some may say Trudeau
overstepped his bounds when he
instated the War Measures Act to deal
with the FLQ). But in most cases, a
government is (or would be) better
for taking a firmer stance.
Undoubtedly history would have
been much different if the German
government dealt with the instigator
of a certain Beer Hall Putsch in a
more draconian fashion (i.e. shot the
Fascist 5.0.8. before he was elected).
Yes, the world must rally to Nepal,
but to support the forces of order and
tradition embodied in the Monarch
and his firm, but just, rule.
Vive La Roi!
Robert S. Innes
The irony of Moldes
Marcos Moldes bitter tirade in sup-
port of same-sex marriage is rich with
irony and inaccuracies. I shall begin
with the inaccuracies: contrary to
Moldes' assertion marriage is not a
human right. Even in the liberal con-
text ofAnglo-Canadian jurisprudence
marriage has been one of the most
strictly regulated aspects of our soci-
ety. As for other genuinely human
rights, I fail to see why there is any
need to differentiate these into 'gay'
and 'straight categories.' Certainly
Moldes has not had his freedoms of
expression or conscious/thought
impinged. I believe that he would be
hard pressed to find, in Canada, a
respectable advocate of 'gay-bash-
ing.' But should Moldes continue to
find Canadians intolerant, I would
suggest that he never make his way to
Ireland, Iran, India and Mexico, or
basically, the rest of the world save
Rhode Island and Holland, as those
societies tend to have somewhat less
flexible opinions on both homosexu-
ality and marriage.
As for the irony, while I can
understand Moldes' frustration at the
use of slurs by some of his opponents,
he should realize that characterizing
those with a considered opinion in
variance with his own as hateful,
intolerant, and prejudiced is equally
offensive. Moldes' critique of idle
hands should give him some more
introspection: for someone to write a
regular column about the difficulties
they experience, or perhaps only per-
ceive themselves to experience, due
their sexual orientation is a naval gaz-
ing exercise of the highest calibre. I
still am unaware of what Charles In
Charge, has to do with his 'argu-
ment.'
Since marriage is by no means a
right, opponents of expanding its def-
inition are not fighting the inevitable
and are not wasting their time. One
would have hoped that Moldes would
have raised the level of debate on this
contentious issue. Sadly, he has suc-
cumbed to spouting derogatory epi-
thets - the mark of one who has for-
saken any claim to rational justifica-
tion of their position and is simply
trying to shut debate down.
Confucius tells us that the wise will
always have something to say, but
that those with something to say are
not necessarily wise. It is plain in
which category Moldes finds himself.
Chris Sadler
Moldes Opinion Full of
Inaccuracies
In yet another ridiculous attempt to
make the issue of same-sex marriage
a right versus left issue Marcos
Moldes fails to face reality. Moldes
claims 'right-wingers' and 'funda-
mentalists' are the only promoters of
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Love is deaf, not blind
What is your vote for the worst
love song ever?
Krista Shackleford
Unshackled
If you're reading this, it means
that you survived Valentine's Day
2005. Congratulations.
It's easy to knock Valentine's
Day as a commercial holiday cel-
ebrating our cultural fixation on
romantic love and lust. But,
annoying as it may be,
Valentine's Day has one perk: It
only happens once a year. Bad
love songs, on the other hand,
haunt us all year long. In honour
of Valentine's Day being over, I'd
like to share my list of the worst
love songs ever.
Hoobastank, "The Reason".
In case you were lucky enough to
miss this song last summer, here
are the lyrics in a nutshell:
"Wow, I really treated you like
crap when we were together, did-
n't I? But the good news is, I'm
going to treat my future girl-
friends much better than I treated
you!"
50... is this supposed to make
us feel better? Are we supposed
to be happy? Do you think we
care about your next stupid girl-
friend? Do you think we care
about your feelings of guilt? You
can become a priest for all we
care... we still won't like you.
Nothing you do in the future will
improve our opinion of you. Be
as wonderful or as miserable as
you want, just don't do it around
us!
Hoobastank also loses points
for including the word "stank" in
the name of their band. Really, is
that necessary?
Backstreet Boys, "Get
Down". Why am I picking on this
song when every other Backstreet
Boy song is just as terrible?
Because of this lyric: "Your lip-
stick tastes so sweet".
Lipstick tastes sweet? Since
when? Everyone knows that lip-
stick tastes horrible. Even the
supposedly "yummy" glosses
with names like "berrylicious"
and "frappacino delight" smell
better than they taste. Besides, I
know very few guys who actually
like lipstick. In a totally unscien-
tific study, I discovered that four
of my male friends think lipstick
is "gross." Take that, Backstreet
Boys. No wonder your albums
have been delegated to the bot-
tom of bargain bins across the
country.
The Spice Girls, "Two
Become One". Right. Like the
world really needed another song
with the lyric "boys and girls feel
good together" in it. One of my
most painful memories is of sit-
ting in my junior high gym,
watching a group of my 14-year-
old peers sing this in a talent
show. Badly.
Evanescence, "My
Immortal".
Amy Lee: "Look at me! I'm
the lead singer of a pseudo-metal
band! And... I'm a girl! Isn't
that sexy? I know how to rock but
I'm also able to show my sensi-
tive side! You can tell "My
Immortal" is a sensitive song
because it's slow and written in a
minor key! Aren't I hot?
Me: No.
Hoohastank also
loses points for
including the word
"stank" in the name
of their band... is that
necessary?
Anything by Phil Collins.
Phil Collins. King of the "EZ
Rock" genre. Played in dentist's
offices around the clock. And
yet... does anyone actually like
Phil Collins? Besides his mother,
I mean? I didn't think so.
I realize that I sound like a
curmudgeon who hates romance
and likes to run over happy cou-
ples in the street. I also realize
that I might have listed one of
your favorite songs in this list.
Feel free to send me an email
(shac9o9o@wlu.ca) saying how
horrible my taste in music is.
Also, tell me what you think is
the worst love song ever. I'd love
to do a second installment of this
column, this time including some
of your ideas as well. Drop me a
line, and discover how much fun
bitching about bad music can be.
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A haunting paradox
Education must emphasize
linkages between students and
their communities
Don Morgenson
Professor Emiretus
As the gun barrels cooled thatsummer of 1945, amidst the
rubble of Europe, the atrocities
systematically committed by
many came to light. At that time
too, historians, philosophers,
social critics and teachers began
to raise very central questions,
not only about the moral state of
Germany but an even more
urgent question: "How could an
educated people commit such
atrocities?
Writer and critic, George
Steiner, refers to this as the "bru-
tal paradox": death camps in jux-
taposition with high culture and a
classical education. Put bluntly,
how was it possible for Adolf
Hitler's SS troopers to carry
copies of Goethe's poems in the
pockets of their black uniforms as
they went about their daily dark
deeds? How can we reconcile
crematoria and Beethoven's
string quartets; how can we rec-
oncile gas chambers and the stack
of books harking back deep into
the Renaissance? How could men
and women commit such vio-
lence then weep over Rilke's
Duino Elegies?
How was it possible
for Hitler's troops to
carry copies of
Goethe's poems as
they carried out their
dark deed?
Hitler's Death's Head
Division was led by an officer
corps of which 23 percent were
university graduates: 19 percent
had Ph.D.s while a mere two to
three percent of the general popu-
lation had completed a university
education.
Matthew Arnold hoped study-
ing "the best that was thought and
said in the past" would result in a
humane person. Novelist Franz
Kafka once said: "A book must
be an ice-axe to break the sea
frozen inside us." Why didn't
knowing the best that was
thought break the frozen sea
within the elite German corps?
The answer for the question
posed in 1945 is that all the learn-
ing, the sophistication, the classi-
cal education of this elite corps
had absolutely no sensed organic
connection to the daily lives of
these individuals. The classics
they studied gave them no appre-
ciation of the "common people" -
the rest of humanity. Such studies
apparently separated them from
the common community.
Though not forgotten, all of
this is in the past. What concerns
us today is that our university
campuses are occasionally the
scene of vulgarity, racism, sexual
assault, painful initiation rites and
in some admittedly rare cases,
places where university students
achieve criminal records while
achieving less than stellar aca-
demic records.
Today, we ask the same
painful question asked in 1945.
How can such individuals,
exposed to Matthew Arnold's
"best etc...," the privileged, the
intellectual elite, behave in such
ways? How can such behaviors
be reconciled with the fact they
carry Plato's "Republic" or
Kant's "Critique of Pure Reason"
in their backpacks? George
Steiner's "brutal paradox" must
be faced once again.
In 1945, the explanation was
that the studies pursued then had
no connection with the people;
rather their education created an
elite and an attitude of disdain for
the "masses." Today the causes
may be elsewhere. We speak of
"disinterested scholarship," and
the "dispassionate inquiry." This
may contribute to a fear that
using our intellects to further
moral ends is somehow improper.
We remain subservient to the
tenets of our profession/disci-
pline, although such tenets may
violate our deepest feelings as
human beings; perhaps the tradi-
tional neutrality of the scholar is a
disservice to the very ideals we
teach in our classrooms.
With regard to "disinterested
scholarship," are we so naive as
to believe that there are not
already at work some very strong
interests combined with varying
degrees of self-interest? There are
many who see the university as
an institution producing people
who will fit into the niches carved
into existing social structures
rather than trying to change those
structures.
Paulo Freire "Pedagogy of the
Oppressed" argues that there can
be no such thing as a neutral edu-
cational process. Education either
functions to facilitate the integra-
tion of the young into the logic of
the present system and bring
about conformity to it or it
becomes "the practice of free-
dom, the means by which men
and women participate in the
transformation of their world."
Some years ago, in a Harvard
University report titled "General
Education in a Free Society,"
President Conant noted in his
introduction that, "unless the edu-
cational process includes at each
level of maturity some continuing
contact with those fields in which
value judgments are of prime
importance, it must fall far short
of the ideal. The student in high
school, university and graduate
school must be concerned in part
at least, with the words 'right and
wrong' in both the ethical and
mathematical sense."
A revolution in knowledge
and a revolution in the missions
of the university are urgently
needed - lest we fail to learn from
the past.
Valentine's Day
memorial
Rob Crocco
Guest Columnist
Today is Valentine's Day and to
say the least, I am really excited.
Don't get me entirely wrong -
I'm not usually a pessimist -
except I find this 'holiday' (or
whatever it's deemed as) to be
especially superficial. Not to sug-
gest that this is a monumental dis-
covery, or that I've never had a
memorable evening on February
14th, or that I've never been in
love for that matter, but
Valentine's Day seems to trivial-
ize the sincerity, genuineness and
in extreme cases, the
passion that this 'spe-
cial' day supposedly
invokes.
Gifts are
exchanged in typical
routine and couples
gawk at each other in
either relieved
amazement or stupe-
fied dissatisfaction - with
Christmas and birthdays to com-
pete with, selecting the correct
gift is never an easy task.
Watching my roommates scram-
bling to find or buy gifts (whatev-
er it takes) or 'special care' pack-
ages that are filled with 'bundles
of love' is both revolting and hys-
terical - what ever happened to
originality? How many slogans
are regurgitated into poetic com-
post? Unfortunately, it seems that
romance has completely trans-
gressed through the social filter
of standardized conduct; my
belief in 'true love' lingers on by
the skin of my teeth nevertheless.
Consider for a moment that
some people cannot be single;
like a compulsion, there are those
who are in dire need of a signifi-
cant other, as if their identity
True love should be
the very love you
reserve for someone
special, not the love
you seek here in
return
relies on such 'acclaim.' I know
of someone - as I'm sure you do
as well - that has not been single
since God was an alter boy; they
jump from relationship to rela-
tionship like bumble bees in
search of pollen: hungry, deter-
mined and never satisfied. These
are the very people I'm wary of;
those who are this needy usually
require high maintenance and we
all know how much of a bitch that
can be!
In addition to all this negativ-
ity I've indulged myself in, I can-
not help but wonder if Valentine's
Day is merely a formality - a nec-
essary but insignificant proce-
dure. Is the slogan "I love you"
just another
way of saying,
"feel better
about your-
self?" I'm not
afraid to say
this: Those
who are sexu-
ally promiscu-
ous or those
who are rela-
tionship swappers are empty,
pathetic and ultimately selfish -
not to suggest that I haven't
belonged in this category at some
point in my life, but it's some-
thing that needs to be said clearly.
John Keats once said, "Heard
melodies are sweet but those
unheard are sweeter, therefore, let
ye soft pipes play on." In other
words, knowing that someone
loves you is far greater than actu-
ally hearing the words. Those
who long to hear it are those who
are crushed when it doesn't hap-
pen or fails to live up to expecta-
tions. Ultimately, true love should
be the very love you reserve for
someone special, not the love you
seek to hear in return. So join me,
on the infinite list of names on the
Valentine's Day memorial, I'm
not the only one!
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'hate.' Unfortunately for Moldes (and
many misguided young socialists),
same-sex marriage opposition isn't
about me hating you. This is an issue
of morality that even fellow "left-
wingers" share as well.
Last week's COMPAS poll
showed that 66 percent of Canadians
were opposed to changing the tradi-
tional definition of marriage. When
asked whether "Parliament should
keep the existing definition of mar-
riage as the union of one woman and
one man and should not pass any law
recognizing same sex unions," 21
percent of the people identifying
themselves as NDP supporters,
endorsed the statement. For the
record 24 percent of Liberal support-
ers endorsed the statement as well.
Certainly Moldes would not con-
sider his fellow lefties as violators of
human rights would he? Cut the
political bull crap and then we can
have a serious debate of the issue,
Moldes must not blame
Conservatives for all the opposition
to preserving marriage between a
man and woman. The numbers show
this and many people from all walks
of life, all around the world, believe
in marriage as a sacred vow between
two people of the opposite sex. Only
two other countries in the world rec-
ognize same sex unions. Does that
mean 99 percent of the other coun-
tries don't support human rights?
Finally, I am open to all opinions
on this issue and welcome Moldes'
insight but don't throw stones at us
right-wingers when there are people
all around your circle that "hate" just
the same.
One more thing... I happen to
hate Charles in Charge.
Paul Stickney
Campus PictorialBryn Boyce's
Erin Moore
I'm a big kid now: The GSA's Tuesday protest against the Rae Review brought out con-
cerned students and apparently, this small tot. Was this a history making protest or anoth-
er mediocre jumble of students hoisting signs to uninterested students and passers-by?
Go to page 6 to read "A poor track record", an editorial reaction to Laurier student
protest over the last several years.
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International Feature
And the rockets' red glare...Canada and missile defence
Kyle Boulden
Kris Cote
Richard Togman
The facts
During his visit to Canada lastNovember, U.S. President
George W. Bush made several
comments about the issue of mis-
sile defence, and consequently
reignited debate about Canada's
role in the proposed system. Both
sides of the issue make their argu-
ments over Canada's participa-
tion, often vocally, but first one
must understand what exactly is
being discussed.
Canada and the U.S. have
cooperated in the field of security
over many projects in the past,
most notably the North American
Aerospace Defense Command
(NORAD). Since the Cold War,
NORAD's role has been to con-
stantly monitor the skies for secu-
rity threats, especially nuclear
missiles.
NORAD was integrated in the
first American attempt at missile
defense in 1975, the U.S.
Safeguard Anti-Ballistic Missile
System (ABM). Heavily criti-
cized, the ABM system basically
worked along the lines of the
adage of fighting fire with fire; it
consisted of nuclear missiles that
would be launched to intercept
and destroy incoming nuclear
missiles.
The late 1970s and 1980s saw
a new stage in missile defence
debate when U.S. President
Ronald Reagan proposed the
Strategic Defense Initiative
(SDI), which became known as
the 'Star Wars' program. It called
for space based lasers to be used
to destroy incoming nuclear mis-
siles. The controversial and pro-
hibitively expensive system was
never adopted, but research con-
tinued on a system to intercept
nuclear missiles.
Today the debate focuses on a
system that bears more of a
resemblance to the ABM system
than to Reagan's SDI system. The
system relies on a network of
ground and space-based sensors
to track the launch of interconti-
nental ballistic missiles (ICBMs).
Non-nuclear interceptor missiles
located on ships and on land are
used to knock out the incoming
missile in the middle of its trajec-
tory. If the interception fails, fur-
ther missiles can be launched.
The intercepting missile is
designed to knock out the incom-
ing missile, which is destroyed
but does not detonate its nuclear
payload. The debris from the col-
lision then would burn up in the
Earth's atmosphere. The system
has been described as one of the
most complex weapons ever
designed.
Canada's proposed role in the
system would not be a significant
one in terms of logistics, other
than radar stations that could the-
oretically be based in Canada.
The U.S. has not asked for any
financial contribution at this
point in time, but Canada's par-
ticipation would more important-
ly have strategic and political
value.
Paul Martin and the Liberal
government have said they will
debate Canada's involvement in
the system in the coming months,
but have not made clear any offi-
cial stance. The feeling is that the
majority of Liberal MPs oppose
involvement, as was displayed in
December by the unanimous
opposition outlined in a resolu-
tion adopted by the Quebec wing
of the party.
The Conservative party has
not made an official stance on the
debate yet either; Stephen Harper
has said he wants to read "the fine
print" before making a decision.
However, the feeling is that most
Conservative MPs would support
Canada's participation. On the
other side of the coin, Jack
Layton and the NDP have vehe-
mently opposed any role for
Canada in missile defence, and
the Bloc Quebecois is also
opposed.
No to BMD
The majority of Canadians agree;
the proposed U.S. Ballistic
Missile Defence (BMD) system
is not a program that Canada
should sign on to. Its implications
are ambiguous, payoffs
unknown, and its effectiveness is
questionable.
In his recent visit to Canada,
U.S. President George W. Bush
was shocked that Canadians
doubted his BMD system. Bush
failed to grasp that Canadians do
not feel threatened by the world,
and, therefore feel no need for
BMD.
The Canadian military is
already under funded. We have
Sea King helicopters that rarely
fly and submarines that are not
seaworthy. Do we really need to
add an expensive BMD system
that has repeatedly failed to our
list of defences?
Last year, 49 retired U.S.
Generals stepped into the spot-
light and condemned the BMD
system. They concluded that the
system was not likely to actually
ever work, was too expensive,
and that its budget would be bet-
ter spent by focusing on dispos-
ing of current weapons supplies.
World officials, including
Canadians, have recognized that
the Russian arsenal of nuclear
weapons poses a high risk.
Programs have been created to
properly dispose of these
weapons, thereby ensuring that
they will not fall into the hands of
terrorists or rogue states.
However, for the past three years
the U.S. has cut funding to these
programs while the BMD budget
has grown to $9 billion. This
presents a much greater threat to
Canadian security, and can be
solved without the BMD system.
Even if Canada were to agree
to the BMD system, our officials
and military personal would not
have any say in the system's
operation. While NORAD is a
component of the BMD system, it
is only used to monitor for
incoming missiles. Strategic
command lies with the American
NORTHCOM system. American
officials, with no Canadian input,
would decide when to use the
system; Canadians would merely
be brought along for the ride.
The discussion of the BMD
system invariably comes around
to the militarization of space.
Some will contend that space is
already militarized because satel-
lites are already used in ground
based military systems. However,
there are currently no weapons in
space, and the third stage of the
BMD system is designed to put
weapons there. Canadian policy
is against the militarization of
space, and knowing that the
BMD system will eventually con-
tradict this policy is another rea-
son to reject BMD.
During the Cold War, Canada
was able to distance itself from
the U.S. and maintain an air of
sovereignty. This allowed Canada
to take an active role in the UN
and in peacekeeping operations,
and broker international deals.
Through the International
Commission of Control and
Supervision, Canada was able to
work with Soviet satellites to
secure the release of prisoners in
Vietnam. But the BMD system
will compromise Canada's global
Sign on to the system
The question facing Canada is
whether to join the Americans in
the installation and servicing of
the Ballistic Missile Defence sys-
tem. The tangible costs of joining
the system are small for Canada,
as the U.S. has only requested
use of the land that the intercep-
tors will be placed on.
Consequently, Canada should
join the defence program and
fully cooperate with the
Americans in the installation and
maintenance of the shield.
Canada has stood as a force
for good in the world and has
joined in many military efforts to
free nations that have been threat-
ened in the past. However, if
Canada wishes to continue to do
this in the future, it must take
steps to defend itself if future
aggressors possess long range
missiles.
For example, Canada fought
in the Korean War to free the peo-
pie of South Korea from a brutal
communist regime. However, if
the North Koreans chose to
invade the South again, how will-
ing would Canada be to act in
defence of the free and democrat-
ic South in the face of a nuclear
armed North who has long range
missile capabilities. This scenario
is not so far off, as the North has
recently declared itself a nuclear
power and regularly uses the
threat of invasion as a bargaining
tool. It does not yet possess mis-
siles capable of reaching the
North American heartland, how-
ever the question becomes, do we
wish to remain complacent and
not develop a defence against
such attacks until it is too late?
In addition, Canada is already
fully integrated with the United
States military in the defence of
the continent in the form of
NORAD and other agencies. The
next logical step is to extend the
defense into the realm of missile
defence.
Canada's concerns about the
militarization of space are ludi-
crous because space is already
militarized. Satellites are a major
military tool; their uses range
from intelligence gathering to
weapon guidance. Space is
already a military frontier on any
conceivable level. The placing of
defensive interceptor missiles
with guidance and tracking sys-
tems in space does not change
any of the fundamental para-
digms of warfare related to space.
Any concerns about Canada
being responsible for sparking a
new arms race are unfounded.
None of the nuclear armed pow-
ers have the capabilities or the
funds to launch a new arms race
with the U.S., nor do the have the
desire. The U.S. already spends
more on its military budget than
the next 16 nations combined. It
would be redundant and pointless
for other countries to perceive the
shield as a need for them to
launch a new military program.
Any objections to the system
on the basis of its current techni-
cal flaws or failures are short-
sighted. Every system, whether it
be the airplane, the missile or the
space program, went through
numerous failures before the per-
fection of the system. Instead of
its rejection, we should be
encouraging testing and develop-
ment to ensure its success in the
future defence of our homeland.
Canada should join the U.S.
in the deployment of the defen-
sive missile shield as it would
benefit Canada in the form of a
protection against missiles and
closer integration with the U.S. in
the sphere of North American
defence. As well, it could prevent
the use of long range missiles as
blackmail to prevent us from
joining a future fight for freedom.
Contributed Photo
The US Airforce has created a plane-based laser system that will be
used in the BMD system to destroy incoming missiles.
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lead to a greater global supply of
missiles. The 1972 Anti-Ballistic
Missile Treaty will be violated,
creating the potential for prolif-
eration. Canada needs to take a
stand and realize that the entire
world will be safer when there
are fewer missiles. The BMD
system is counter-productive to
position, and weaken our ability
to remain a neutral player in the
future.
The BMD discussion is much
like the discussion on the chick-
en and the egg; which came
first? A system needed to protect
against missiles will invariably
Cord International goes indepth to examine the issues surrounding the
impending Ballistic Missile Defence system and whether Canada should join
Brendan Jones
Tony Ferguson
BMDwill give s?f^ty
By now you've probablyheard some pretty scary
things about the Ballistic Missile
Defence (BMD) system. Like the
boogeyman, BMD will come and
tear up all sorts of treaties,
unleash a new arms race, put all
sorts of weapons in the solar sys-
tem, and eat up billions of dol-
lars. Then, after all is said and
done, its not guaranteed to even
hit anything and can be easily
outfoxed by a few decoy missiles.
Yes, we do need to engage in
other kinds of diplomacy to
ensure global peace, and indeed,
BMD is like a pea-shooter
against a hailstorm of hundreds
of ballistic missiles, nor can the
system prevent a dirty-bomb
from being detonated on a New
York City subway platform.
While things will have to be done
to address these problems, BMD
can effectively solve a number of
other pressing issues.
In the future, should the U.S.
decide to launch R2D2 into space
equipped with a lethal death-ray,
Canada will have more than
enough time to back out of the
program. But the worst abuses of
nuclear weapons and technology
proliferation have occurred after
treaties against them were signed;
just ask India, Pakistan, Israel,
Iraq, Iran and North Korea.
Treaties, sanctions and pay-offs
will not stop anyone from want-
ing to increase their nuclear capa-
bilities, and besides, terrorist
groups don't abide by such blas-
phemous western methods.
Plus, even if the U.S. decided
to scrap the whole idea tomorrow,
it would not take away the incen-
tive for anyone to improve their
nuclear capacity. Unless they are
planning to rid the world of North
America, the U.S. can counter
any nuclear strike in kind. Last
time I checked, Russia, China,
and the U.S. were not in the mar-
ket for a nuclear holocaust.
So we're left with the threat
posed by rogue states, or the sale
of turn-key nuclear capabilities to
terrorist groups which, depending
on who you ask, BMD is able to
defend against. But even if mis-
sile defence does not come with a
100 percent guarantee, is it worth
the cost?
Let's say the U.S. is wildly
optimistic when spending only
$60 billion over the next 10 years
to cover the program. So we will
use a pessimistically high figure
for our total cost; say, $500 bil-
lion. This is still under 5 percent
of the entire U.S. budget for
2004. Clearly this is sand off a
beach to them and they won't
need any of ours for this.
Now, the U.S. is only asking
Canada's involvement in the
form of coordination, but let's be
more cynical and say that we
eventually end up with a radar
station or silo in Alert that costs a
billion dollars, and they would
like us to cover the cost. This is
still less than 1 percent of
Canada's entire budget for 2004.
For the sake of argument,
we'll use the argument made by a
Nobel Prize winning physicist
that gives missile defense a 30
percent chance of hitting a single
missile, and an 80 percent overall
chance when four interceptors
are fired at an incoming target.
And for the sake of argument,
let's say all those bad things hap-
pen and a terrorist group or rogue
state gets control of some ballis-
tic missiles with matching war-
heads and decoys, and then
decides to use them. Let's assume
that this happens when the sys-
tem is still in its infancy and can't
be guaranteed to make the dis-
tinction between decoy and war-
head, so we target everything
coming our way. Is protecting the
population from three out of 10
targets, or eight out of 10 using
four interceptors, a better option
than a 100 percent guarantee that
we will be susceptible to the dis-
astrous effects of all ten?
When the majority of would-
be-missiles will be pointed at our
continent and 90 percent of our
population lives within 160 kilo-
metres of the would-be-target, it
is in our interest to help. We plod-
ded through the 1990s with a
false sense of safety, with very
few calls to revamp the North
American border or airport secu-
rity. Then the unthinkable hap-
pened. Now there is a chorus of
voices calling for something to be
done to protect the integrity of
our airspace. Let's not let the
unthinkable happen again.
Arms race imminent
The Ballistic Missile Defence
(BMD)system proposed by the
U.S. does not have an impressive
track record so far. Unimpressive
test results and limited defence
capability are major short-com-
ings of the system, not to mention
it's that enflaming tensions with
Russia and China, who have the
second and third largest arsenals.
The project is too oversized
and complex, and leaves a large
margin for error. Tests of the sys-
tem are far from perfect, as of
now its test record shows five hits
out of eight attempts. I wouldn't
feel comfortable with a system
that only stops an attack 60 per-
cent of the time. The high rate of
failure is due to the system's
cumbersome complexity; some
say it's like trying to hit a bullet
with a bullet.
Today's system differs from
the former U.S. Star Wars system
of the 1980s. It is only designed
to defeat a small number of
incoming missiles, no match for
the Russian arsenal, nor most
other arsenals. It is designed to
avoid terrorist attacks and low
level attacks from rogue states.
In the unlikely event that an
aggressor state attempts to attack
the U.S., knowing the limited
capability of the defence system,
they could launch multiple mis-
siles and effectively override the
system.
BMD simply won't keep the
country safe from most terrorist
attacks. It will protect against
domestic terrorist attacks by mis-
sile, but these haven't been a pop-
ular form of terrorism. If terror-
ists plan to attack, they will use
the cheapest and most effective
means, and it's pretty safe to
assume that launching a warhead
is not at the top of the list.
Also, terrorism can, and has,
occurred abroad, out of the reach
of the missile defence system.
Take for example the 1998
attacks on U.S. embassies in
Kenya and Tanzania that left
more that 250 people dead.
Back on home ground, a van
with a crude homemade nuke,
known as a dirty bomb, could
unleash havoc a la The Sum ofAll
Fears. Briefcase explosives or
invisible biological weapons can
do grave damage, all under the
nose of the missile defence sys-
tem.
Russia has also announced it
will be "cleaning its closet" of
nuclear weapons, getting rid of
most of its old weapons but
retaining its newer, higher quality
nukes. Russia is also working on
a new type of nuclear weapon
which can override the BMD sys-
tem (during the five out of eight
times that it's working).
China has also taken offence
to the new system, claiming that
it is targeted against them.
Chinese officials also warn
against the future consequences
of the deployment of such a sys-
tem, saying that it could spark
another international arms race
both on earth and in outer space.
With the Russians and Chinese
developing counter-BMD sys-
tems, a new arms race seems like-
ly-
The new Missile Defence
System has too many flaws for
the level of national security it is
supposed to provide. When you
look at the dismal test results,
combined with only being able to
actually stop a few select cases of
terrorist and aggressive attacks
and provoking other nations to
stockpile, the system seems to be
causing more harm than the ben-
efits it's supposed to provide.
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Where did you come from, Mr. Poker? 
If you can't spot the sucker within the first half-hour at the table, then you are the sucker. 
- Matt Damon in Rounders 
CAITLIN HOWLETT larity. Criticism has been 
Editor-in-Chief directed toward the accessibil-
ity of online poker, along with 
Poker is no longer a game of the glamourized televised 
the Wild Wild West. games and celebrities involved 
Why the sudden surge in with the rise; an increase they 
popularity for the car~ ~arne see as a danger to a youth mar-
~at boasts several_ vartattons, ket. Advocates for responsible 
htgh stakes and ht~ rollers? · gambling see the sudden inter-
Well the broadcastmg of the est in the game as a precursor 
World Poker Tour (WPT) has a to a lifelong addiction to gam-
~ot to do with it, w~ich started bling. 
m March 2003. Arred on the This past holiday season 
U.S. Tl:~vel Ch~el, th~ WPT saw a significant increase in 
drew ftve mtlhon vtewers poker merchandise sales, 
every week .. The nobod~- including tables and chip sets. 
turned-celebrtty, Chns Poker champions 
Moneymaker, who won the Moneymaker and Doyle 
World Series of Poker in 2003, Branson have endorsements 
has also been attributed to the with various poker companies 
success of the card game. who place their name and 
Casinos :-rre also_ credit~ng faces on poker set boxes. 
the WfY!' wtth the mcreasmg Charity events, including 
popul~tty of poker. The ones on the Laurier campus, 
~ellagto_ saw_ a 50 percent have also been hit by the 
mcrease m thetr poker revenue addictive nature of poker. It is 
in 2004 as a result. . an easy way to entice large 
Not ev~ry?ne ts happy groups of players to play for 
about the nse m poker popu-
both themselves and a charita-
ble cause. 
Online poker is perhaps the 
fastest moving indication of 
poker popularity. There are 
innumerable sites to play for 
fun, money, or simply to teach 
yourself the game (generally 
Texas Hold'em). Here's just a 
small list of the many sites 
available to play and learn: 
poker room .com 
poker 777 .com 
ookertios.oro 
ookerschoolon line.com 
partypoker.com 
"Bet" you didn't 
know ... 
-100s of variations on the 
garre itself 
-The most popular game is 
Texas Hold'em 
-Casino chips are the _"real 
chip" of champions- a casino 
chip is made of clay or clay 
composite and weighs 
between 9 and 10.5 grams. 
-Casino chips are very labour 
intensive and can cost more 
than a $1.00 per chip 
-The Chinese are thought to 
have invented the game 
around 900 AD 
-Each year more than 70 mil-
lion decks of cards are sold in 
the U.S. 
-Poker may have derived from 
Chinese dominoes 
-The French who settled New 
Orleans around 1480 played 
''Poque," a card game involv-
ing bluffing and betting 
-Tournaments take place 
almost every week of the year 
somewhere in the world 
-40 to 50 million Americans 
regularly play poker 
-On a deck of cards, the king 
of spades represents David, 
King oflsrael; the king of 
Clubs represents 
Alexander the Great, 
King of Macedonia; 
the king ofHearts is 
Charlemagne, King of 
France; and the king 
ofDiamonds is 
Caesar Augustus, 
Emperor of Rome. 
lotteries and slot Machmes : A taX on the stuoid? 
MICHELLE PINCHEV 
Feature Editor 
knows that the occasional scratch-and-
win can easily become an obsession. 
Some people have said that gambling is a 
tax on the willing. In the defence of poker 
and the whole casino scene in general-
lighten up. After all, for many, it's just 
another form of entertainment and people 
feel they get their money's worth. 
Some slot machine addicts wear dia-
pers, so that they can play continuously at 
one machine for endless amounts of time. 
This stems from their belief that after a 
certain amount of losses, a win is 
inevitable. They're so afraid that someone 
else will win from "their" machine that 
they refuse to leave. This belief is often 
referred to as the "gamblers fallacy." In 
reality, the probability of a win doesn't go 
up or down after any period of time. It's 
completely random. 
low. It's hard to see what motivates peo-
ple to chain themselves to slot machines 
or commit daily to buying lottery tickets-:-
Of course, one could wonder the same 
thing about a heroin addict. 
In Ontario, some of the money earned 
from lotteries or slots goes to the govern-
ment for social programs. Charities, like 
the Princess Margaret Hospital 
Foundation, raise millions through lottery 
ticket sales. There's a lot to be said in 
their favour. Still, you can't help but won-
der; are slot machines a tax on the stupid? 
What about lottery tickets or slot 
machines? Sure, pulling the lever a few 
times could be fun but for how long? 
Anyone who has seen a middle-aged 
woman at the mall compulsively plowing 
through a pile of Keno lottery tickets The odds of winning are incredibly 
In learning experiments, psycholo-
gists often put rats in a cage with a lever 
Don't oamble your life away 
MICHELLE PINCHEV 
Feature Editor 
Gambling can be fun. A casual 
game of poker. can be great 
and fairly cheap entertainment 
on a Friday night. Lottery tick-
ets are often a clever gift idea 
for those hard-to-shop-for 
acquaintances. Even a night of 
bingo with the girls can be a 
good time, as long as you 
don't breathe in too much of 
the cancerous smoke-filled air. 
But gambling also ruins 
lives. The poor, the wealthy, 
the young and the old have all 
been victimized by this seem-
ingly harmless industry. 
Casinos have a fascinating 
appeal that lure in people of all 
facets looking for anything 
from a change of pace to a 
change in lifestyle. With 
undertones of celebrity, glam-
our and pizzazz, it's no wonder 
that tourists and high rollers 
alike are so attracted to Las 
Vegas and even small-scale 
casinos world-wide. 
Not all gamblers are prob-
lem gamblers, and not all 
problem gamblers ar~addicts. 
Gamblers lie along a continu-
um that ranges from healthy to 
deadly. Recent studies have 
shown an alarmingly strong 
link between gambling and 
suicide. 
Many stories come to 
mind. There was the woman 
who stole money from her 
boss, nearly sending the small 
company into bankruptcy. 
Cecil Fielder, once a New 
York, Yankee, retired with 
almost $50 million now, he has 
nothing to show for it. 
What starts with a grain of 
hope can end in shattered 
dreams. For some, what many 
see as an innocent activity can 
turn into a dangerous obses-
sion. The financial destruction 
that frequently ensues can 
drive normally good people to 
desperate, immoral acts; lying 
and stealing to cover their 
debt; drinking or using drugs 
to cope with their losses; 
irrecoverable losses that 
extend beyond those 
of a financial 
nature. 
Gambling inter-
feres with and can 
destroy interper-
sonal relationships-
tearing families 
apart. It is not 
uncommon for those 
who have lost all of 
their possessions or 
savings to also lose 
their support net-
work. It is a person 
in this position, with 
no financial or social 
support, who's at risk to slip 
into a deep depression and 
consider suicide. 
The response to the prob-
lem is that governments aren't 
taking it lightly. Canada claims 
to be giving this problem 
on occasion, and 
when the rat pushes -
the lever, a "treat" 
pops out. It isn't long 
before this rat is pumping 
this lever like it's going 
out of style for the 
occasional reinforce-
ment of a food pel-
let. Are we no bet-
ter? 
its full attention, allotting 
time and money to the issue; 
but are they serious in their 
efforts, or are they bluffing? 
What is the Ontario govern-
ment doing? 
I 
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Historic vote in Saudi Arabia fells short
GRACE KIM
Staff Writer
In the face of mounting U.S.pressure, Saudi Arabia last
week held municipal elections for
the first time since the 1960'5, but
women were not allowed to vote
and only half of the eligible men
chose to do so.
The elections held in the city
of Riyadh and its surrounding
suburbs formed the first stage in a
three-stage nation-wide munici-
pal elections campaign. Deemed
a positive step towards initiating
and strengthening democratic
reforms by Saudi officials, critics
deplored the exclusion of women
from voting.
Saudi Arabian historian and
womens' activist Hatoon Fassi
criticized the elections, believing
they showed that women in Saudi
Arabia "are not citizens, we're
not worthy, that we don't exist.
This discrimination, this treat-
ment of women as if we're
minors, is killing. We face it
every day in our lives."
Ali al-Ahmad of the Saudi
Institute, a reform group located
in Washington, characterized the
elections as "a quarter election,"
whereby women, more than 50
percent of the population, were
excluded and only half of the
municipal council posts were
open for elections, while the
other half were reserved for gov-
ernment appointments.
The government officials
cited "technical difficulties" for
the lack of female participation.
Prince Mansoor told reporters
that the problem emanated from
"the lack of infrastructure for the
establishment of segregated
women's ballot centres in the
Kingdom," adding that "in Saudi
Arabia we have to have segregat-
ed centres for women due to
social aspects as reasons for the
exclusion of women's participa-
tion."
Saudi Arabia is governed by
an absolute monarchy and the
parliament serves a trivial role. It
has no real decision-making
power and it merely provides
consultation to the Royal Family.
The majority of the cabinet posts
are currently occupied by non-
elected senior princes.
Electors only voted for seven
municipal councilors and seven
other will be appointed by the
government. Their job will focus
mainly on local issues, such as
roads, sewage and street lighting.
The elections were part of a
democratic reform package intro-
duced by the de facto ruler of
Saudi Arabia, Crown Prince
Abdullah, in the face of mounting
pressure from the Bush adminis-
tration. In Riyadh, a city of four
million people, only 600,000
were eligible to vote and about
150,000 actually turned out to
vote.
Mai Yamani, a specialist in
Saudi Affairs, believes that "these
elections are part of a show of
democratic performance, and part
of the pressure in the region - not
just because of the Iraqi elections,
but because all the other Gulf
states now have their own small
elections."
Despite a dismally low turn
out, the election saw active polit-
ical campaigns by many candi-
dates. Political parties are out-
lawed in the Kingdom, but more
than 650 candidates fiercely vied
for the seven municipal posts.
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While a young girl helps her father vote in Saudi Arabia's recent
municipal elections, her mother was banned from voting.African food shortage
overlooked after Tsunami
KRIS COTE
International Editor
The United Nations World Food
Program (WFP) warns that tsuna-
mi relief has overshadowed dona-
tions to Africa, leaving a severe
budget shortfall and millions
without emergency relief, also
threatening the peace process in
several states.
The WFP was able to raise
$977 million (US) to feed
Tsunami victims in Southeast
Asia, which amounted to $1.07
(US) a day per person. For the
month of January, the WFP was
only able to collect $24 million
(US) to feed the hungry in Africa,
which amounts to just $0.16 (US)
a day per person.
The U.S. contributed more
than half of the African funding,
with Norway, Canada,
Luxembourg, France, Ireland and
Italy contributing the rest.
WFP Executive Director
James Morris notes that Africa is
outside the world spotlight, and
"the challenge we now face is to
ensure that a 'tsunami effect'
does not ripple across Africa,
drawing funds away from
humanitarian operations there
and adding Sudanese, Angolan
and Liberian victims to its toll."
The WFP and officials in
Sudan warn that a lack of provi-
sions threaten the burgeoning
peace process. A large refugee
population currently living in
neighbouring Ethiopia have had
their rations slashed by 30 per-
cent due to the funding shortage.
Refugees are slated to return to
Southern Sudan as a part of the
peace program, but without
rations or supplies, the WFP
warns that refugees are unable to
return home, placing the peace
process in serious jeopardy.
Resettlement is also threat-
ened in Liberia, where conflict
has left many farms destroyed
and overrun by vegetation. In
order to start up farms again,
Liberian farmers need rations to
live off of until their farms
become productive.
In Lesotho, in Southern
Africa, 600,000 HIV/AIDS
patients depend on WFP rations,
but only half are receiving food.
In the second half of 2004, the
WFP had to cut its funding to a
total of 2.8 million HIV/AIDS
patients in Southern Africa.
Mike Sackett, a WFP worker,
lamented to the BBC that
"Southern Africa is a forgotten
crisis. We are not getting contri-
butions for southern Africa since
the tsunami struck."
But the WFP remains opti-
mistic that its needs will be met.
It predicts that $1.9 billion will be
needed to feed the hungry in
Africa, which accounts for two
thirds of all food aid.
Pleading on behalf of chil-
dren, Morris believes that "every
child, no matter where they live,
deserves the same care and con-
cern." He adds, "I very much
hope that the scale of support fol-
lowing the tsunami bodes well
for those in need in Africa too."
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Refugees in Sudan have been dependent on food aid since they
were forced from their homes.
Crisis in Togo creates hopes
for peace and democracy
RUBEN GU-KONU
Staff Writer
The crisis in Togo, following the
death of Africa's longest ruling
leader and the accession of his
son, is proving to be a test case
for Africa's commitment to
democracy.
Togo gained its independence
in the early 19605, but in 1963,
Togo's president was assassinated
in a coup. In 1967 his assassin,
Private Gnassingbe Eyadema,
gained power. He was President
for 37 years until his death in
early February.
According to Togo's constitu-
tion, following Eyadema's death,
the Speaker of Parliament should
have assumed power and
declared an election within 60
days. But Eyadema's son, Faure
Gnassingbe, was selected by the
military to rule the country. Less
than 24 hours following the death
of his father, parliamentary
deputies dismissed the Speaker
and amended the constitution to
allow Faure Gnassingbe to com-
plete the remainder of his father's
term, ending in 2008.
These developments were met
with worldwide condemnation.
Nigerian President, Olusegun
Obasanjo, current head of the
African Union (AU), stated that
the actions taken by the Togolese
Parliament and the Army were a
clear threat to peace and democ-
racy in Africa. The UN, along
with the U.S. and European
nations demanded that Togolese
officials respect the constitution
and ensure peace.
Togo was subjected to
decades of political suppression
and human rights violations
under Gnassingbe Eyadema.
Many viewed his passing as an
opportunity for democracy and
freedom without bloodshed. But
with Faure Gnassingbe assuming
power, the chances of democracy
appear in peril. At this point, even
the Togolese people have made it
clear that they will not dwell
under tyranny any longer.
"We know how to shoot guns
and we are ready to fight," said
Kofi Awokou, a 30-year-old
mechanic. The outcome of this
new episode of democracy in
Africa will send a clear message
to the entire continent.
At his swearing-in ceremony,
Faure Gnassingbe vowed to pre-
serve the integrity of the nation
and to be a faithful and loyal ser-
vant of the Togolese people.
But students were prevented
by the police from protesting the
ceremony , and a decree has
banned protests and demonstra-
tions for a period of two months.
The situation in Togo has
escalated into daily riots and
protests and African leaders
scheduled a meeting to be held in
the Togolese capital to restore
peace on the streets of Lome. But
when the delegates arrived in
Lome last week, they were
diverted to Kara, one of the coun-
try's northern cities.
Angered by Togo's actions,
African leaders have expressed
their dissatisfaction with Togo.
South Africa's President, Thabo
Mbeki, described the process that
brought Faure Gnassingbe to
power and the diversion of dele-
gates as "a charade."
A spokesperson for the
Economic Community of West
African States (ECOWAS),
warned that if Togolese diplomats
did not attend meetings in
Niamey, Niger, the country
would face automatic suspension
at all levels.
The Nigerian delegation that
was diverted to Kara is also
demanding that the Togolese gov-
ernment apologize. Nigeria has
restricted the movements of
Togolese diplomats and has
warned Lome that it would be
held responsible for any violence
against the many Nigerians pres-v
ent in Togo.
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#1 5 Bedroom House #2 4 Bedroom #3 5 Bedroom
Ezra fl«e Ezra flue Brand new loft style
- Front Porch - large Common area 62 HicKorw
-Brand new -large Deck - Very large common
washer/dryer - 2 Bathrooms area & bedrooms
- 2 Baths - Hardwood -Dishwasher
- Hardwired floors - in suite laundry
internet - Hardwired - 2 Bathrooms ceramic
- 2 Bathrooms internet -Hardwired
- Free parking - Free parking internet/cable
- Excellent location
student. _ Call Today to Arrange a Viewing I I
houses .Cd 519-885-9145
QUALITY STUDENT RENTALS WWW.StudeilthOUSCS.Ca
Choose from hundreds of day and
evening Arts and Science courses B |j|a| Bt 1
■ "* "••*: ~
Pick up credits toward your p • jsjl
degree at your home university j^SS
m llv' m i l^BB*^itfH®fe l''"%^*dlEk
Take advantage of U ofT s great 112<m jpp- r * '"
libraries and athletic centres jr ******
"
•^*,r jK
Experience the excitement of
summer in Toronto
Jill t
Student Life
Who really reads
during reading week?
Your friends partying in Cancun... $1500,
You renting movies from Blockbuster... $20,
Your friends getting a tropical disease while you
rest... priceless
VERONICA HUGHES
Staff Writer
If you're afraid your readingweek is going to be spent
watching home movies with your
parents or babysitting your
younger siblings, there is still
time to plan an excursion or two
without breaking the bank.
Although extremely last minute,
there are still options available
for you procrastinators, from the
modest to the "spring-break-is-
an-educational-expense-that-
OSAP-should-cover."
Shopping break to Toronto:
estimated $100
A round-trip Greyhound student
fare from the Kitchener bus depot
is $38.52, including tax. Add on
the cost of lunch and/or dinner at
"Greenjeans" or "Sushi Time," a
ride on the TTC; and a few new
items of clothing from Queen
St.West and the Eaton's Centre,
and you have a fabulous day of
shopping.
Blue Mountain Ski Break: $109
(double occupancy, excluding
taxes)
The "stay and ski" package with
Blue Mountain resort includes
one night accommodation and
two night and day lift tickets. It's
$134 if you would prefer to go
over a weekend. The cost of
transportation, rentals (if need-
ed), and food are extra.
www.bluemountain.ca
Montreal "Mini-break":
$217.13 (per person, quad
occupancy, excluding taxes)
For a "mini-break" fit for Bridget
Jones herself, a party weekend in
Montreal is an inexpensive get-
away. The package includes VIA
Rail passes from Kitchener to
Montreal, accomodations and
daily breakfast. Packages are sold
through Travel Cuts found on the
third floor of the Fred Nichol's
Campus Centre.
Panama City Beach, Florida:
$169/$349 (per person, quint
occupancy, taxes included)
If you really need to get away
from the ice and snow,
Breakaway Tours' featured spring
break trip is probably the cheap-
est you're going to get, unless
your parents are paying. For $349
it also includes round trip bus
fare, though niether trip covers
food and alcohol. If you're inter-
ested, you need to book fast.
Buses leave Saturday, February
19. Keep in mind that the drink-
ing age in Florida is 21 though
most clubs let you in at age 18.
vvvt'vv. breakawaytours. com
Visiting Grandparents in
Florida: estimated $450
Lucky enough to have grandma
and grandpa in Florida? Why not
go visit. Airfares from Toronto
Pearson to Tampa start at $292
(excluding taxes) or from Buffalo
to Tampa at $300 US (excluding
taxes). The nice thing about visit-
ing grandparents is that the
accommodations are cheap, the
weather is warm, and the food is
great (even though you have to
eat dinner at 3pm).
www.flightcentre. ca
www.jetblue, com
All-inclusive week down south:
estimate $1000-a term's tuition
There are still package deals left
for reading week to Cuba,
Dominican Republic and
Mexico, but the selection is not
the greatest. Leaving on any day
other than Sunday will drop the
price dramatically. If you can
leave on Wednesday the 22nd and
miss a few days of class then you
are more likely to get a cheaper
price and much better selection.
Make sure to scrutinize
what's included (drinks, meals,
activities). Some places include
all meals, while some will do two
a day.
www.flightcentre.ca
www. itravel2ooo.com
www.redtag.ca
www. travelcuts. ca
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Whether it's the busy streets of Toronto, the Florida beaches, the coast of Cancun or a mini-break in
Montreal, reading week is what unversity student's make of it. The goal though is to keep it low cost.
Vocal Cord
What are your plans for Reading Week this
year??
KATE HURST
SECOND YEAR
HISTORY
"A whole lot of
nothing, with a
whole lot of alco-
hol."
NICOLE DRISDELLE
SECOND YEAR
HISTORY
"Surfing in
California with no
books."
SARAH VITALE
THIRD YEAR
BUSINESS
"Sleeping in and
seeing my sister.'"
SONIA LAM
THIRD YEAR
HISTORY
"Going backpack- I
ing through
England to practice
my accent for the
Vagina
Monologues."
ERIC ANTONINO
THIRD YEAR
ECONOMICS
"Sun, sand, tan,
fun, oh and a lot of
absynthe."
SCHWETA DEOBHAKTA
THIRD YEAR
ECONOMICS
!
"Sleeping."
FoodFor Thought
LAURIE SADOWSKI
Food Critic
You've ate all the "famous
wings" in town, you've tried
each of the pizza joints three-for-
one deals, sat down to candle-
light at local bistros, and tried
many-a-martini. Thus, enters
Golf's Steak House and Seafood.
Situated on the Grand River
with a gorgeous view, Golf's for-
mal dining atmosphere is great
for family, friends, or a date.
Owner Mike Kanellis knows
how to treat his customers right
with fantastic service, open
doors, a handy coat check, and a
delicious menu.
Golf's is well-known for its
delicious Sunday brunch buffet,
so my mom and I ventured
towards this tasty array of foods
with smiles and empty stomachs.
Sunday Brunch - $14.95
A table filled with pastries,
chocolate chip cookies, brown-
ies, cinnamon rolls, turnovers,
cannelloni, croissants, cheese
and crackers, and rye bread
greeted us. Our mouths watered
as we sampled all of them and
our favourite by far was the
chocolate cannelloni, a chocolate
pastry topped with chocolate
sauce that melted in our mouths.
We then headed to the salad
bar. In addition to a couple nor-
mal salad fixings, there were
about 20 different side salads:
vinaigrette pasta, beet, brussel
sprout, bean, chickpea, potato,
coleslaw, and mayo-filled pasta
salads. In addition, there were
fresh celery and carrots, a huge
bowl filled with shrimp and the
largest salmon I have ever seen.
The seafood was fresh - with no
fishy taste - and the salads were
all delicious. Highlights of this
table were the chickpea salad,
perfectly marinated with just the
right amount of complementing
peas, carrots and spices; and the
fresh seafood. The only low
ppint would be for those who just
love a good salad; there weren't
too many salad fixings, which
would have made for a better
garden salad.
The hot items were next. This
strip included scalloped potatoes,
sauteed green beans, rice, baked
chicken, ribs, lasagne, French
toast, pancakes, sausage, bacon,
scrambled eggs and waffles. This
line finished off with a very
polite server cutting a fresh ham
and prime rib. The winners of
this line included the lasagne,
waffles, ham and the eggs. The
lasagne was filled with sweet
tomato sauce, with a perfect meat
to cheese ratio. I even went up
for seconds (and thirds and
fourths).
The waffles came with deli-
cious Belgian waffle toppings:
whipped cream, strawberry, rasp-
berry, or cherry sauce and syrup.
They were freshly made, warm
and moist. The ham was baked to
perfection; each piece was cut
with ease, and was not too salty
or oily. The scrambled eggs were
very fluffy, and constantly fresh.
My mom's favourites included
the extremely tender chicken,
and garden fresh tasting green
beans.
The last table was filled with
desserts: an arrangement of fresh
fruit (melon, watermelon, can-
taloupe and pineapple), jell-o,
mousse, squares, rice pudding
and an assortment of various
cakes.
- Please see Food page 17
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The highlights of this table
were everything that we tried.
The only lowpoint would be the
pre-cut pieces of cake - some of
them were huge, and we wanted
to sample a few, which was diffi-
cult because we couldn't possi-
bly down that much more food.
We tried a raspberry cheesecake
with Oreo crust, and a more tra-
ditional cherry cheesecake. Both
had a very light, fluffy filling,
which was pleasant after having
a dense meal. The chocolate
mousse was very fluffy, with a
flattering smidgen of cherries
mid-mousse in the champagne
glass, topped with a dollop of
whipped cream.
We also enjoyed a chocolate
truffle cake, which gave me my
final chocolate fix - delicious
and fluffy, with tonnes of differ-
ent chocolate tastes.
If you were to head to Golf's
for a meal, you would find that
the dinner entree prices are well
priced for their steak house sta-
tus. Their entrees include soup,
salad, garlic bread, baked potato,
and fries or rice, with unlimited
trips to the salad bar. A 12oz.
steak is $21, chicken breast $15,
and surf & turf $34. They also
have a large wine list.
For the student, Golf's is a
moderately priced steak house
with many great food choices,
with the customer's preferences
in mind. 1 highly recommend the
Sunday brunch.
Contributed Photo
A number of desserts can be found at Goif's Sunday brunch.
Student housing aplenty
A look at the
new apartment
complexes
popping up in
the KW area
JOANNE SPANNINGA
Staff Writer
There comes a time in everyuniversity student's life
when they need to decide what
price they will pay for comfort
and convenience. In the case of
student housing, that price ends
up being roughly $375 a month,
give or take a few utilities.
New buildings seem to be ris-
ing from the ground every month,
luring students with their high
security features and shiny new
fixtures. The question is, are they
worth it?
Many of the new buildings
are being rented for a rather large
sum of money compared to what
student's can pay for older hous-
es. An entire house can be rented
for between $375 and $425 a
month on average per person,
plus utilities, but factors such as
distance from the school, energy
inefficiency and decades of dam-
age from previous students, need
to be considered.
Cheryl Mcßride lives in a
new building directly across the
street from the school. She sees
being "a 10 second walk to cam-
pus, and the clean carpet, free of
mysterious stains" as the high-
lights of her new choice of resi-
dence.
At 43 Ezra Street there is a
perfect example of a gleaming
complex tower, and across the
street at 52 Ezra, a new one is
being born. With high security
buzzer systems, automatic lock-
ing doors, and roommates above,
below, and around you without
sound travelling through the
walls, price and location are not
the only issues to consider.
Student safety is a high prior-
ity for new landlords. One-hun-
dred seventy-six King Street,
built last September, has auto-
matic locks on every single door.
It is the most reasonably priced of
all the new buildings, at $450 a
month inclusive, but this rate is
scheduled to rise due to the high
demand from tenants.
On the business side of cam-
pus, there are also new places to
live. The prices continue to rise
though and none of these land-
lords have included utilities; 194
Albert Street, for example, is two
years old but is still $465 a
month. Around the comer at 100
University Avenue a tall shiny
building with lots of windows is
going for $495, built last year.
Right across the street at 203
Albert Street, another apartment
unit goes for $465 a month and
isn't even a year old.
Further down the road, close
to University Place residence,
there are a few new apartments as
well. The newest one, due to be
complete in September, is being
rented at a price of $498 month
inclusive.
These buildings are not easy
to get into though. For students
who hope to sign a lease for a
brand new building they should
start thinking about it now
because with the exception of, for
a limited time, 203 Albert Street
and 52 Ezra Street, all rooms and
complexes are spoken for.
Five tips for living with a lot of
people:
1. Make a chore wheel and stick
with it. When winter comes
around make sure it includes
shoveling.
2. When one of your housemates
has a friend over, always knock
before entering the room. Some
surprises are better left undiscov-
ered.
3. Clean your own dishes, don't
just leave them lying around in
the sink.
4. Make sure you don't leave any
old food in the fridge. The smell
only gets worse.
5. Don't remind your housemates
that they have an assignment due
the next day. You're not their
mother.
Five questions to ask the ten-
ants when looking at houses:
1. Why are they leaving the
house?
2. How has the landlord been?
Does he/she help out with house-
hold problems or let them get
worse over the course of weeks?
3. How are the utilities divided?
4. Axe there any problems with
the kitchen appliances?
5. Finally, ask any generic ques-
tions that the landlord might not
be able to or be willing to answer.
Contributed Photo
Many new apartment complexes either have or are being built
throughout the WLU student housing area during the past two years.
Know your lights before going in
CHRISTINE SUIZA
Staff Writer
Finding the right place for your
upper years can be a big decision
to make. It's a long and difficult
process, with heavy competition.
In making the housing choice,
students also need be aware of
their rights as tenants.
Rent and rent deposits are a
good place to start. Tenants can't,
under any circumstances, with-
hold rent from the landlord. Also,
note that the landlords can't cut
off the tenants hydro, water, etc.
if the tenants don't pay their rent.
Landlords cannot raise the rent
during the first 12 month lease
agreement. You should also know
that the only form of deposit the
landlord can ask for is last
month's rent.
Landlords also cannot ask for
a key deposit or any other form of
deposit, unless you feel comfort-
able doing so. As of this year,
under the provincial guidelines -
landlords can only raise the rent
by 1.5 percent after 12 months.
There is, however, an exception
to this guideline explained
Veronica Hughes, a volunteer for
Legal Resources, "It is legal for
the landlord to raise the rent if
there are services included or if
the tenant decides to go month-
to-month in order to protect the
landlord."
A tenant also has the right to a
month-to-month lease. A tenant's
lease can be renewed but has the
right to pay rent month-to-month
without having to sign a new
lease.
With the summer fast
approaching, many students will
have their places empty during
these months. Those who have
signed a 12 month lease have the
option to sublet their place for the
summer months. With subletting,
the lease still exists between the
landlord and the tenant. The ten-
ant now takes on the role of the
landlord to the subtenant.
However, the tenant should get
the landlord's approval to sublet
before posting.
As tenants, it is also important
for you to become familiar with
your privacy rights. It is an "ille-
gal clause" for a landlord to ban
pets without a valid reason.
However, the landlord has the
right to ban pets when they dis-
rupt the neighbours, damage the
house or unit, or if it is illegal to
own certain pets within the area -
e.g. pitbulls are banned in the K-
W area.
As far as insurance is con-
cerned, "usually, [landlords] are
responsible for getting property
insurance. It's not your responsi-
bility to insure the property but it
is for your contents," says
Hughes. "First, check to see if
your parents have house insur-
ance and if so, check to see if you
are already insured," cautions
Hughes. "If not, you should
check into what's called 'renters
insurance.' It is exactly the same
as a house insurance, hut insures
your contents."
Horoscopes
Happy BirthdnyPixes (Feb. 19-Mar. 20)
Make sure you do what you want to do
on your birthday. Don't let other people
tell you what is fun, or what would be
best. You know what you want so go
after it. Any unusual dreams or
thoughts you may have don't need to
be taken seriously.
libra (Sept. 23-oct. 22) &'• ' VS
Good things are finally going to start
coming to you. Any extra effort you put
into your projects is going to start pay-
ing off. If you are feeling a little under
the weather a small gift to yourself will
cheer you right up.
Luckiest day: February 22
Scorpio (Oct 23-Nov. 21)
i
If you are feeling overwhelmed by what
is going on right now try doing some-
thing that made you happy when you
were younger. Things from the past can
help you out of your current situation.
Luckiest day: February 22
Sagittarius (Nov 22-Dec. 21 > ::, j
I .> ' ;
Conflict between friends could have
you in the middle of the situation trying
to figure things out. If two people
expect you to choose sides between
one another, the best thing to do is let
them sort it out.
Luckiest day: February 22
Capricorn (Dec. 22-jan. 19)
Lots of unexpected things are going to
be happening in the next while. So
make sure you focus on staying posi-
tive, and expect the unexpected. Fate
has a lot in store for you in the next
while. Don't fight change.
Luckiest day: February 22
Aquarius (/on. 20-Feh. 18)
If you are looking for new work now is
the best time to go out looking. If you
are just wanting a change in your daily
routine something should pop up unex-
pectedly. Either way change is coming
for you, so be prepared.
Luckiest day: February 21
Pisces (Feb. I 9-Mar. 20)
Someone around you is going to have
lots of ideas. They may want your help
with something, and if you can spare
the time it would be an excellent oppor-
tunity for you to meet new people.
Expect change in the next while.
Luckiest day: February 16
Aries (Mar. 2 I -At>r. i9) % ?SJ
Try and sort through one issue at a
time. Don't let yourself be overwhelmed
with work or school. If you are over-
loaded right now, know that you will
soon be done with this problem and
things will return to normal.
Luckiest day: February 17
Taurus (Apr. 20-May 20) WfiWl
M, SMi
A quiet reflection or time alone to think
about your issues will be more reward-
ing than talking with a friend. You need
time to yourself in the next while. Too
many people around will only make
things worse.
Luckiest day: February 18
Gemini (May 21 -June 21)
uMm
After a lot of hard work things are final-
ly starting to work out for you. Make
sure you stay focussed. As soon as you
start to slack, things will start to fall
apart. Things may settle down for now,
but you will be swamped again soon.
Luckiest day: February 19
Cancer (June 22-July 22)
Someone around you could be causing
mischief. This person is not getting
enough attention and could be doing
destructive things to be noticed. If
someone is being moody the phase will
pass. People around you will return to
normal soon.
Luckiest day: February 21
leo (July 23-August 22) > §
Someone is going to have some news
for you. A gift or some advice from
someone will please you. You could be
meeting someone new in the next
while, so make sure you are open to
doing new things or going different
places.
Luckiest day: February 22
Virgo (Aug. 23-Sept. 22} IS
If it feels as though you are trapped in
a situation you must keep looking at the
positive aspect. If you are over-
whelmed with work, it is almost com-
plete and you won't have to worry
about it again. Focus on your goals.
Luckiest day: February 16
Daniel Both is a Journalism gradu-
ate of Coriestoga, College and is cur-
rently a Communication Studies
student at Wilfrid l.aarier lie has
studied Astrology area other topics
of that genre for almost ten years.
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Sports
Currie too spicy for Western
Help comes in a hurry for the Hawks
as they rally behind Currie's career
high to find .500 once again
MIKE BROWN
Staff Writer
In a crucial weekend battleagainst the visiting Western
Mustangs, the Golden Hawks
men's basketball team rode the
hot shooting of fourth year guard
Wade Currie to knock off
Western 63 - 52 and move into
fourth in the OUA West. The win
gave Laurier an even 10-10reg-
ular season record and a two-
point lead over both Lakehead
and Guelph with only two games
remaining. The loss dropped
Western to 4 - 16 as they contin-
ue to dwell in the division's base-
ment.
Despite the Mustangs' inferi-
ority, the win would have been
very much in doubt were it not
for the heroics of the 5' 10"
guard. Currie's 31 points set a
career high and accounted for
nearly half the team's offence in a
game that saw no other Hawks in
double figures. Perhaps most
impressive was the economy with
which Wade scored, notching his
impressive tally in just 21 min-
utes while shooting 60 percent
from the field and hitting 8 of 9
from the free-throw line.
"Coach wants me
to shoot, so I shoot.
Sometimes they go
in, and sometimes
they don't."
- Wade Currie, guard
Ever modest, Currie downplayed
his role after the game, saying
simply, "Coach wants me to
shoot, so I shoot. Sometimes they
go in, and sometimes they don't."
He added, "It's not like I went out
there and did anything special,"
crediting his teammates for get-
ting him a lot of open looks.
Nonetheless, offence was
hard to come by for the Hawks
early on. They were down 12-9
midway through the first half
before Currie's hot shooting off
the bench sparked a 17 - 0 run,
giving Laurier a lead they would
never relinquish. They entered
the dressing room with a 35 - 21
halftime advantage, and simply
traded baskets over an uneventful
second half.
Laurier 62 - Western 52
In the win, point guard Omar
Miles played his strongest game
of the year, pushing the ball for
the Hawks and grabbing 7
rebounds to lead the team, along
with third year post Rob Innes.
Also, rookie point guard Joseph
Dako brought some energy from
the bench, logging a few minutes
to help fill the void left by myste-
riously departed veteran Jermaine
Pendley.
When asked why Pendley left
the team after a loss to Waterloo
in late January, Coach Peter
Campbell could only hypothe-
size. "We didn't play him in the
second half [against Waterloo],
and maybe he wasn't happy about
that," noted Campbell. "He's
never come to see me; we haven't
talked, so I can't comment."
Whatever the reason, Pendley
is gone and the team seems pre-
pared to proceed without him.
With the weekend's win and an
85 - 72 victory over Windsor last
week, they hope they've resur-
rected a once-sinking ship. Currie
also shone in that game, scoring
19 to lead an attack that saw
Innes, Bert Riviere, and rookie
Jamie Campbell reach double fig-
ures as well.
"When it comes down to the
stretch, you have to win games,"
explained Currie. The Hawks
hope Currie can continue his
offensive assault in the last two
games of the season, as Laurier
meets Brock and Waterloo,
ranked 2nd and 6th in the nation
respectively. They'll probably
need to steal one game if they
hope to finish fourth and secure
an all-important home playoff
game.
www.laurierathletics.com
www.laurierathletics.com
Rob Innes showcases his best impression of Number 23 last weekend against Western. Innes and
teammates rode the wave of Wade Currie's hot hand to victory.
Men ride Mustangs to a playoff berth
DAN POLISCHUK
Staff Writer
As the dryer-like buzzer sounded
to end a 4 - 0 loss on Saturday in
another chapter of the Battle of
Waterloo, the Laurier men's
hockey team had little reason to
be disappointed. The win was
overshadowed by an impressive 3
- 1 victory over the fifth-ranked
Western Mustangs the night
before, which guaranteed the
team a spot in the playoffs.
With the win, the Hawks find
themselves in fifth place, behind
Waterloo by two points. Windsor
and Guelph are both battling for
the sixth and final position. If the
Lancers are to match Laurier in
points at the end of the season,
the Hawks' higher win total
would give them the edge in a
tiebreaker.
While there are two games
remaining for all teams in the
OUA schedule, Laurier may still
be able to slide up as high as sec-
ond place in the West and secure
a first-round bye, thanks to the
restructured playoff format that
sees the divisional leaders gain
one of the top two spots. To do
so, the Hawks will need to win
their last two games of the sea-
son, while York, the current lead-
ers of the Mid West division by
two points, would have to lose
both.
Such a game of numbers was
not being played in the heads of
the hockey Hawks though as they
faced the Warriors at Columbia
Ice Fields.
Laurier 3 -Western 1
Waterloo 4 - Laurier 0
Laurier came out gunning
against UW as they created mul-
tiple chances in the early stages
of the game, but any chances of
getting a few quick goals were
thwarted by the Warriors out-
standing rookie goaltender,
Curtis Darling.
Not to be outdone, Laurier
goalie Justin Day was sharp when
he had to be. While he didn't face
his first shot until seven minutes
had nearly gone by in the first,
Day displayed his alertness by
stopping seven difficult opportu-
nities on a Waterloo man-advan-
tage less than a minute later.
In what was a tight-checking
game for the first 39 minutes of
the game, the last 15 seconds of
the second period had none of it.
Within a span of six seconds, the
Hawks gave up two goals; one
was produced after a scramble for
the puck at the top of the crease,
and the second, a low wrist shot
through the five-hole of Day,
gave UW a 2 - 0 lead.
Any chance of a Laurier
comeback in the third became
impossible, as the period was
marred by questionable officiat-
ing going against the Hawks -
which in turn produced the final
two goals.
While Laurier Head Coach
Steve Martell admitted that it was
a difficult night, with a lot of the
calls by the referee not going in
their favour, he believed that the
team has enough character to
move on.
"It's one thing we've got to do
[move on]," said Martell.
"We've got to learn how to
get through the tough losses. It's
just the nature of the game," he
added.
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Hawk's Eadie is impenetrable
MIKE BROWN
Staff Writer
If there's anyone out there whocan match the Wilfrid Laurier
Golden Hawks' women on the
ice, they sure haven't come
across them recently. Since
returning in the New Year, the
Hawks have posted eight emphat-
ic victories in OUA play, outscor-
ing opponents by an obscene 31 -
3 margin in the process. Their
record currently sits at 16-1-2-
1, good for first in the OUA and
second in the nation.
On Saturday, Laurier wel-
comed the York Lions to
Waterloo with a 6 - 0 drubbing.
Though York kept the game
scoreless for most of the first
period, the puck rarely left their
zone and, eventually, second year
forward Fiona Aiston tipped her
seventh goal of the season past
net-minder Melanie Quinn for the
eventual game-winner.
Laurier 6 - York 0
Laurier 5 - Windsor 0
The Hawks were far from
done, though. In the second
frame, the ladies continued pep-
pering poor Quinn with a barrage
of shots, leading to two more tal-
lies from Lindsay Arbeau and
Lyndsey Parissenti.
It wasn't until after Laurier
had rounded out their scoring in
the third - courtesy of Aiston's
second of the game, an unassisted
Candice Djukic score, and
Samantha Cully's eighth of the
season - that York ever really
threatened. Despite being two
skaters short for over two min-
utes, Laurier maintained their
solid defence and goaltender
Cindy Eadie made a gorgeous
sprawling save to preserve the
shutout.
The story was much the same
the following night in Windsor,
where the visiting Hawks
downed the Lancers by a count of
5-0. Veteran forward Merritt
Blundy paced the offence with
two goals, while Jessica Singh,
Laurissa Kenworthy, and Andrea
Bevan rounded out the scoring.
Cindy Eadie turned aside 23
shots for her 10th shutout in just
20 games this year, by far tops in
Canada. She also leads the nation
with 0.96 save percentage and a
paltry 0.75 GAA. Eadie has cur-
rently gone over 211 minutes
without allowing a goal, but she's
quick to credit her teammates, as
always. "We play a really respon-
sible defensive game, so it's mak-
ing my job really easy,"
explained Eadie.
The defence has been stalwart
all year for the Hawks, but their
offence was a concern early.
Coach Rick Osborne has
responded by putting a much
larger emphasis on offence in the
second half, a move that has paid
dividends. "We're getting to the
net, and we're doing the things
that we're really focused on to
generate some offence." he noted.
Aiston pointed to a more bal-
anced attack in 2005 as another
key. "It's exciting," she said.
"Every line is contributing, so
we're pretty pumped right now."
The only bad news to come
out of this weekend was the loss
of defender Lauren Meschino,
who left the Windsor game with a
concussion. The Hawks will be
forced to play without her this
weekend as they finish their reg-
ular season at home against
Guelph and Brock.
www.laurierathletics.com
Jessica Singh (smiling) , who collected four points last weekend, cel-
ebrates one of her two assists against York here.
Wingspan
V-BALL WOMEN TO FACE
WINDSOR
Laurier's women's volleyball
team completed the season with
an impressive 15-4record. The
Golden Hawks finished second
in the OUA Western division and
will host the Windsor Lancers in
the opening round of the OUA
playoffs on Friday night. The
ladies split the season series with
Windsor, with each team win-
ning on their own home court.
MEN END UGLY 17 GAME
SLIDE
The men's volleyball team
managed to end their tough sea-
son on a winning note. Actually,
the Hawks were able to end their
schedule with back-to-back
wins. The first victory came
against the RMC Paladins.
Laurier managed to open with a
25-16 advantage in the first set
and proceeded to take the match
in four sets. Scores of the subse-
quent sets were 25 - 27, 25 - 19,
and 29 - 27. This victory was
only the second of the season for
the Golden Hawks, but they did
manage to eclipse their win total
in each of the last two seasons -
1. The men took the momentum
from this contest into the final
contest of the year on Sunday
against the Queens Golden
Gales. The visitors jumped out
to a two set lead but Laurier
mounted an immense comeback
in winning the game 3-2 with
scores of 17 - 25, 23 - 25,25 -
19, 25 - 21, 25 - 9. The two wins
halted an ugly 17-game losing
streak for the Hawks, leaving
their record at 3 - 17.
HAWKS DROP A CLOSE ONE
Despite a solid effort, the
women's basketball team was
edged out by Western on
Saturday afternoon in overtime
by a score of 76 - 70. The game
was a back-and-forth battle but
the Mustangs' advantage at the
charity stripe proved to be the
deciding factor in the game.
Laurier held a three point lead
with just seconds left in regula-
tion, but a buzzer-beating three
pointer by the visitors pushed the
game into overtime. The Golden
Hawks record is now 14 - 7.
Forward Dee Channer posted a
double-double, with 14 points
and 14 rebounds in the losing
effort.
-Compiled by Mark Hopkins
Lindsay MacDonald
Thehawklist
NO BETTER WAY TO SHOW YOUR LOVE
THAN WITH A PAIR OF BROKEN LEGS
As the rumour mill in Raptorland turns like the
days of our lives, the latest revelation has Head
Coach Sam Mitchell as a Christina Aguilera-
esqe fighter. According to reports, Rafer
Alston's abrupt half-time exit one week ago
may have been sparked by a combination jab
courtesy of Uncle Sam. Days later, Vince
Carter's mother, who has been uncharacteristi-
cally silent in Jersey, claimed that Mitchell once
threw VC onto a trainer's table. Here's hoping
Mitchell - who is officially the toughest man in
a suit since Slater escorted a pre-Showgirls
Jessie to the prom - can take this team to the top
before the children's aid comes calling.
PGA IS WEIR AS FUCK
Mike Weir shot a final round 5-under 67 to fin-
ish second at the AT&T Pebble Beach National
Pro-Am last weekend to move up three spots to
sixth place on the appropriately named Official
World Golf Ranking. The lefty from Bright's
Grove, ON who finds his place behind golfers
known commonly by their first names (Vijay,
Tiger, Ernie, Phil and Retief) can now stake
claim to the title of Canada's biggest swinger, a
title once held by your mom.
YOU A DOG, TURNER
Just when we thought MuchMusic's VJ Matte
Babel would go down as Laurier's most
famous, and coincidently the most street-quali-
fied, alum, Frank Turner comes along and gives
us reason to believe otherwise. While Babel is
spelling his alma mater improperly on his inter-
net bio, Turner, a 1974 Laurier grad, currently
sits in twelve place after the first check point the
2005 Yukon Quest dogsledding race. Although
the 21-competition kilometre race is decidedly
less physically and mentally grueling than host-
ing MuchOnDemand, Turner's got a killer
beard and that's got to count for something.
MAILMAN RECEIVES RETIREMENT PACK-
AGE
After 20 years of delivering the proverbial
goods, Karl Malone announced his retirement
on Sunday in Utah, where he spent all but one
year of his career. The 14-time all-star, who
won league MVP honours in 1997 and 1999,
leaves behind a legacy of dominance inside and,
more recently, a desire to find his way into the
life of Vanessa Bryant. Although the courtship
was short-lived (apparently Kobe's wife can
resist the sexual prowess of a 7-foot black man
in cowboy attire), Malone can take comfort in
the fact that the undying love he shares with
John Stockton will never fade.
-Hawk List compiled by Bryan Shinn
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GOLDEN HAWK
UPDATE
Week of
February 14 - 18, 2005
I AST WEEK'S RESULTS
02/08/05
W Volleyball 3, McMaster 1
02/09/05
VV Basketball 65, Windsor 34
M Basketball 85, Windsor 72
02/11/05
M Hockey 3, Western 1
M Volleyball 3, RMC 1
02/12/05
W Hockey 6, York 0
M Hockey 0, Waterloo 4
W Basketball 70, Western 76 <OT>
M Basketball 63, Western 52
M Volleyball 3, Queen's 2
02/23/05
W Hockey 5, Windsor 0
UPCOMING HOME GAMES
02/17/05
M Hockey vs. Brock
7:30 PM, Waterloo Rec Complex
02/18/05
OUA QUARTER FINAL
W Volleyball vs. Windsor
6:00 PM, Athletic Complex
W Hockey vs. Guelph
7:30 PM, Waterloo Rec Complex
02/19/05
M Basketball vs. Waterloo
3:00 PM, Athletic Complex
02/20/05
W Hockey vs. Brock
7:30 PM, Waterloo Rec Complex
w ww,laurierathletics.com
Page O' Fun
Crossword
BY FRASER KING
Across:
I. Frying
4. Bowie movie from the 80s
10. A long, long time
11. Here, by Shakespeare
12. Middle Eastern country
13. To coat with juices
15. Sounds like udder
16. Jello Instant
18. Ferrair -rosa
19. Prep, of easy
21.Jacket for a phonograph
record
22. Having the nature and
qualities of glass
24. What something awe-
some does to people
26. Relating to, or accompa-
nying birth
31. The process of mountain
formation
33. Makes photoshop, acro-
bat
34. 43rd US state
35. Overly noticeable
38. As compared to daughter
39. Portugese colony
40. As like the extreme
41. Colloquial 'yes'
Down:
1. To give money to in return
for goods
2. How old someone is
3. Person that travels with-
out a home
4. Tall, thin, and ungainly
5. The states or qualities of
having existences
6. To argue against an argu-
ment
7. To be angry or upset
8. What birds make
9. Mazlow's of needs
14. Offensive in Vietnam
16. A stately, marchlike
Polish dance
17. USA Space agency
20. Happily after
23. Equal distribution of
rights and privileges
25. What something does
when not balanced
27. Opposite of subtraction
28. What bread becomes
after being in a toaster
29. To hate or dislike some-
thing strongly
30. Family in The Godfather
32. Type of poem
36 vs. Wade
37. Type of dance
Last Week's Answers
Weekly
Bad
Drawing
By
Pete Cram
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The Cord Weekly
Help fill this space with fun stuff, because it is
the Page o' Fun - send ideas to
cord@wlusp.com or call 884-0710 x 3563 to
speak with the Editor-in-Chief.
6Ni US FUN!
cord @wlusp.com
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Arts & Entertainment
Musical Theatre's Fame flies high
ASHLEY ROSE
Staff Writer
V 'm going to live forever,
-M'm going to learn how to
fly, HIGH!" The words will run
through your head repeatedly
until you want to just scream
them out loud. But isn't that what
all good musicals do? There's
always that catchy theme song
that you just can't shake for days
post show, and this production
was no exception.
Put on by Laurier Musical
Theatre, Fame takes place in the
1980s at a performing arts high
school in New York City. It fol-
lows the lives of some unique
students just trying to express
themselves in the only way they
know how - through the arts. The
show explores issues of preju-
dice, literacy, sexuality and sub-
stance abuse while throwing in
witty repartee and a quick beat to
keep people wanting more.
With characters ranging from
the perverted Joe Vegas (Lennie
Liscio) who continuously talks
about his sexual appreciation, to
Serena Katz (Seanna Kennedy) a
quiet girl just trying to find out
who she really is, it's easy to
understand why the audience
leaves with a smile. Especially if
they appreciate a good on-stage
kiss or two.
Anyone who has done or
spent copious amounts of time in
a theatre knows that it is impossi-
ble for a show to go off without a
hitch. Lighting, sound, script and
vocals - there is a lot to keep
straight while shaking it up on
stage. However, with only a few
technical glitches, the cast and
crew of Fame made it seem
almost easy. "There were so
many devoted people involved
[in Fame], we really pulled it
together," said Sarah Erdman, an
actress in the show.
"Wow," remarked one capti-
vated audience member after a
scene between two bickering
teachers, Miss Sherman (Sara
Dobson) and Ms Bell (Hilary
Jones), "that was fantastic." From
the choreography to the vocals to
the scripting, everything was
incredible as this energetic cast
drew the audience in.
While the audience left
happy, the overall consensus
seemed to be that a new venue
was in order for next year's pro-
duction. The Turret may be the
ideal place for intoxicated stu-
dents, but not so much for musi-
cal theatre.
Crop tops and parachute
pants, spandex and feathered hair
- the 80s were a time of fashion
statements. Whether they were
good or not is a matter of opinion.
"I would have hated to wear the
clothes of the 80s," commented
Shirley Manh while watching the
parade of scrunchies and off-the-
shoulder tops.
But sometimes a little 80s
revival is what one needs for a lit-
tle jaunt down memory lane. As
the audience was forced back to
2005, the cast showed once more
just how much they loved their
time on stage, as they danced
down the aisles, reliving a bit of
the past but also adding their own
modern twists. It was almost
ironic as Carmen Diaz (Jessica
Knowlton Bell) finished off with
the lyrics that make you remem-
ber it for days: "I'm going to live
forever, I'm going to learn how to
fly, HIGH!"
Meagan Tuck
The cast of Laurier Musical Theatre's production of Fame.
Show celebrates
diversity through art
KATE HILLYAR
Cord Arts & Entertainment
Culture shock: "A condition of
confusion and anxiety affecting a
person suddenly exposed to an
alien culture or milieu." Perhaps
this isn't the most accurate
description of the Laurier campus
atmosphere, but multiculturalism
does exist here and tonight the
members of the Equality
Awareness Committee are cele-
brating the diversity of Laurier
and the Waterloo community by
throwing their fourth annual cul-
ture show, appropriately entitled
"Culture Shock - Faces."
The event is the highlight of
the year for the committee, which
seeks to promote equality and
diversity within the Laurier com-
munity. It runs for two hours, and
will feature a number of clubs
and organizations from both
Laurier and the University of
Waterloo, as well as contributions
from the Waterloo community.
"We subtitled the show
"Faces" this year, because we
want to showcase the different
multicultural 'faces' of our com-
munity," explained committee
executive Barbara Liu.
This year's show will include
10 unique acts, each representing
a different ethnic "face," includ- !
ing an Italian Opera performance
by one of Laurier's music stu- ;
dents and members of LAS ALAS ;
dancing La Roueda. But, accord- '
ing to Ms. Liu, the highlight of
the show will be an interactive I
Lion dance that most will recog-
nize as playing a major part of the
just-passed Chinese New Year.
As an added element, a number
of foods will be available for pur-
chase after the show.
"People should come to see
what is out there. This school is
much more diverse than people
realize, and it is important to
learn about those different cul-
tures, especially because of the
advent of globalization," says
Liu.
Culture Shock is an opportu-
nity to create harmony not only
between the different universities
and various community groups in
Waterloo, but also between the
clubs and departments on cam-
pus.
Culture Shock runs from 7- j
9pm tonight in the Maureen
Forrester Recital Hall, with doors
opening at 6pm. Tickets are avail-
able for $4 at the C-Spot or $5 at
the door. Food will be available
in the Wilf's Den after the per-
formances.
Grammy Awards honour Charles
CARLY BEATH
Arts & Entertainment Editor
The 47th annual Grammy Awards
were broadcast from Los Angeles
Sunday night.
Ray Charles was posthumous-
ly the show's big winner, with
eight awards to his name by the
end of the night. Notable cate-
gories taken by Charles include
Record of the Year, for his duet
with Norah Jones, "Here We Go
Again", and Album of the Year
for Genius Loves Company.
Other multiple winners
included Alicia Keys, with four
awards and Usher, Kanye West,
U2 and Norah Jones each with
three. West took home the award
for Best Rap Album, as well as
Best Rap Song for "Jesus Walks"
and Best R&B Song for his song-
writing on Alicia Keys's "You
Don't Know My Name."
Best Rock Album went to
Green Day for American Idiot.
and Wilco took home Best
Alternative Album for A Ghost is
Born. The latter also won the
award for Best Recording
Package, with the award being
given to the album's graphic
designers, Peter Buchanan-Smith
and Dan Nadel.
The Best Spoken Word cate-
gory saw an award go to Bill
Clinton for the audio version of
My Life. Daily Show host Jon
Stewart, along with the show's
cast, won Best Comedy Album
for The Daily Show With Jon
Stewart Presents... America: A
Citizen's Guide to Democracy
Inaction.
Perfomers included Keys,
Green Day, Queen Latifah, Franz
Ferdinand, Gwen Stefani and
Eve, and Jennifer Lopez and
Marc Anthony.Contributed photo
Kanye West's Grammy performance
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Game adventure over action
ALEX HAYTER
Staff Writer
Built with the award-winninggraphics engine of Half-life
2, Bloodlines arrived with the
hope of winning the hearts, minds
and necks of the RPG communi-
ty. On many levels it succeeds in
creating an interesting storyline
and vivid world, but it also fails
in some avenues of game-play
and structure. Much like with
Bloodlines' predecessor
Redemption, game developer
Troika seems to have left a lot of
the game rather unpolished and
lacking in quality and a good feel.
But it's not all a bloody mess.
Clan Sch-man
The game starts in a traditional
RPG style; in the menus you ere-
ate your own character from a
selection of attributes. You pick
your clan, which is your basic
appearance and basic abilities.
Going through the game as a
Nosferatu, a sect which you may
already be familiar with, requires
you to use your stealth to stay in
the shadows. In the game, you
must constantly hide your true
vampire identity from those
around you. This hiding in the
shadows is known as the
Masquerade. Despite these warn-
ings, the Masquerade is hardly a
concern in game-play; I found it
no more than a mere annoyance
at times which doesn't bear much
on the essence of the game. The
choice of clans and different
game-play styles does however
add to re-playability. I found that
many vampires lacked a certain
'cool' factor: I swear I've seen
some of these characters hanging
around in Toys'R'Us with their
kids.
Motel California
Beginning in a shady motel room,
the course of the game carries
you across four central cities in
California. When I say cities,
don't think GTA huge; think
more in terms ofDeus Ex, where
the basic elements of a city are
brought together in a compact
form. Though there is a some-
what gothic feel to the cities, the
style of the game is marred by a
lack of realism and clunky visu-
als. Also clunky is the combat
system, where melee combat
feels like a changing-room towel
battle, and I'd prefer to use super-
soakers than these pea-shooter
guns. The spells are also very
lack-lustre; I found myself for
most of the game avoiding using
half of them, as they simply
sucked away my mana/blood
pool.
Bejesus
A core element of the game,
being an RPG, is the narrative.
Stronger than the game-play
(though that's not saying much),
the story and characters involved
add to the finer aspects of this
vampiric world. Dialogue can be
witty and smart, with plenty of
conversation topics for each
shady character you come across.
Some parts of the game play out
like a noire detective film, dis-
covering clues towards a crime
and driving a sense of intrigue. A
haunted hotel a la The Shining is
one destination of your little voy-
age, and it succeeded in scaring
the bejesus out of me. I had to
leave the lights on and brighten
my screen.
Al's Conclusion
Despite Bloodlines being full of
a variety of characters and an
intriguing storyline, the game
fails to reach the epic level that it
seems to be aiming for. Still,
there is fun to be had in exploring
the adventure side of the game,
rather than paying attention to the
wanting action and flawed style.
I'd recommend this game to fans
of adventure games, but not to
someone who is looking for a
good action romp. If you want to
romp, this will just be a pain in
the neck.
EarCANDY
As far as I can tell, this new
album by Antony and the
Johnsons is about becoming free
from the pains of love and loneli-
ness, all of which is veiled around
the life of drag queen Candy
Darling (who is on the cover of
the album and is that character
from the Lou Reed song "Walk
on the Wild Side" who never lost
her head even when she was giv-
ing head). The album starts off
with the line "Hope there's some-
one who will take care of me
when I die," which sounds brutal-
ly lonely. But from that lowly
start, Antony eventually raises
himself up so that by the album's
end, he feels free after a break-up.
Now that's positive! But then the
first song starts again and he feels
loneliness because of that same
breakup. 000 that's negative!
So it has a cool little spiral
story thing, but the problem is
that the music is either totally
great or wretchedly awful.
Antony has got a voice that is
gorgeous and almost unreal, like
he isn't human but that feathered
god from your LSD trip at the
bird sanctuary. However, the
pomp and circumstance of his
voice is sometimes exacerbated
by the pomp and circumstance of
the music, with most songs fea-
turing plenty of violins and saxo-
phones and all that. He's got a lot
to say, but sometimes it's really
hard to believe him when every-
thing is so over the top. Some
songs just sound like something
your most boring professor
would like.
That said, some are fantastic,
like "For Today I am a Boy", and
"You Are My Sister" (featuring
Boy George!). But none of those
can touch "Fistful of Love"
which has Lou Reed in it, and is a
soul jam that starts off sounding
like that quiet blank space of 3am
before becoming the most urgent
GD fire when you suddenly know
you just have to leave that special
someone or rekindle a relation-
ship that's gone cold, or rush over
to your crush's house right then at
3am to profess your love,
although you might want to wait
for the morning and just call them
first. Anyways, that's a great
song that can do that.
-Daniel Guillemette
Eisley: Marvelous
Under the
Radar looks at
artists who are
relatively
unknown - but
not for long
Ferris Boyd
Under the Radar
As the title of their EP
Marvelous Things suggests,
Eisley offers an innovative sound
to listeners that they won't soon
forget. The melodic indie rock
band formed in 1998 in Tyler,
Texas, and is composed of four
siblings and their next-door
neighbour.
This quintet was originally
called MossEisley, a reference to
Star Wars, because their music
reminded them of a "different
world." It was later changed to
Eisley to avoid legal ramifica-
tions. They have since toured
with artists such as Coldplay, Ron
Sexsmith, and Brand New. They
are also starting a tour with New
Found Glory at the beginning of
March, and will be in Toronto on
April 3.
The band started with three of
the siblings, Sherri, Chauntelle
and Weston DuPree. Stacy, the
youngest sibling, wanting to
prove she could be in the group,
wrote a song at the age of eight
and presented it to her sisters and
brother; she was recruited with-
out delay. Later, the final member
Jonathan Wilson, the Dupree's
next door neighbour, joined to
formulate Eisley.
Eisley has gained a large and
diverse fan base, mainly owing to
their wistful voices and lyrics full
of rich imagery amid dreamy
melodies. Their music has a kind
of fairytale air to it, punctuated
with mystical vocal harmonies
and atmospheric arrangements
that grab listeners' attention. The
band attributes their sound to
their musical influences such as
The Beatles, Pink Floyd and
Radiohead.
In listening to their music, it is
evident that this group of sisters,
brothers, and one friend certainly
possesses creativity and a new
sound that will surely catch the
attention of many more in days to
come. Entertainment Weekly
crowned the quintet "The Next
Big Thing."
Eisley's first full-length
album, Room Noises, came out
on February 8, and has already
received many positive reviews
from VHI, MTV, HM
Magazine,and more. This media
frenzy surrounding Eisley is sure-
ly due to their innovative and
original style. You won't hear
music similar to Eisley on the
radio, and different is oh so
good.
Contributed photo
Eisely: four siblings and a friend
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Oscar picks from The Cord's critic
Brad Skelton
Movie Critic
The Academy Awards areapproaching, and even
though it was a pretty weak year
at the movies, for once it looks
like the film I'm rooting for is the
front-runner.
So, it is once again time for
my annual picks of who will, or
should, win at the Oscars.
Best Supporting
Actor: I think Morgan Freeman
owns this category. It's his fourth
nomination, he's never won
before and everyone in
Hollywood loves him, so the vot-
ers will no doubt feel that it's his
time to win. Jamie Foxx was
quite good in Collateral, but he
stands a better chance of winning
in the Best Actor category.
Thomas Haden Church was
excellent in Sideways, but years
of starring on the sitcom Wings
have left him with little credibili-
ty as an actor, so a nomination is
probably the best he can hope for.
Alan Alda is a quirky pick, but
among the supporting players in
The Aviator Alec Baldwin prob-
ably deserved the nomination
more. Then there's Clive Owen,
who won the Golden Globe and
was the nastiest, most brutal char-
acter in Closer. Owen could
potentially win, but I think the
voters know he's only getting
started; his star is on the rise and
there will be many more opportu-
nities to award him in the future.
In all likelihood Freeman will
win for Million Dollar Baby.
Best Supporting Actress:
Lets start by eliminating the peo-
ple who won't win: Sophie
Okonedo (Hotel Rwanda),
Laura Linney (Kinsey), and
Natalie Portman (Closer). Some
might think Portman has a
chance, and her work in Closer
was strong, but she still has some
growing to do. I think this cate-
gory will come down to Virginia
Madsen or Cate Blanchett.
Madsen was wonderfully patient
and understanding (and sexy) in
Sideways, and will appeal to
voters who want to recognize that
delightful indie film, but
Blanchett stands head-and-shoul-
ders above the competition. She
does such an amazing job of cap-
turing the personality of
Katharine Hepburn that I was in
stitches just watching her. Add to
that the fact that she is currently
one of the most respected and
hard-working actresses in the
industry, and it seems like
Blanchett is a safe bet.
Best Actress: A lot of peo-
ple are speculating that this cate-
gory will be another cat-fight
between Annette Bening (Being
Julia) and Hilary Swank
(Million Dollar Baby), just like
in '99 when Swank won for Boys
Don't Cry even though Bening
was expected to win for
American Beauty. It's hard to
say who'll walk away with a stat-
ue this time: the Academy may
favour Bening since she's never
won before, but Being Julia has
gotten generally weak reviews
while Million Dollar Baby has
had everyone wetting them-
selves.
As for the other nominees,
Imelda Staunton seems to be a
sentimental favourite, and she
gives a wonderful performance in
Vera Drake, but the success of
that film depends more on the
effectiveness of the ensemble cast
than on any individual. Catalina
Sandino Moreno simply cannot
win by virtue of the fact that no
one knows who she is and few of
the Academy voters will have
seen Maria Full of Grace.
Finally, there's Kate Winslet,
whom I adore, and even though
Eternal Sunshine of the
Spotless Mind came out too
early last year for Academy vot-
ers to do more than give it lip
service, Winslet has my vote. So,
if there's any justice in the world
Winslet will surprise everyone by
upsetting the two leading con-
tenders; in the real world, howev-
er, I think Swank stands a good
chance of picking up Oscar #2 for
her solid work in Million Dollar
Baby.
Best Actor: This will be a
tough category to predict, but
Jamie Foxx appears to be the
front-runner for Ray. This was a
year of high profile biopics and
Foxx did a fantastic job of por-
traying Ray Charles. I doubt Don
Cheadle will win for Hotel
Rwanda, even though the
Academy has a fetish for films
about genocide and war crimes in
foreign lands; perhaps it's enough
that Cheadle is finally getting the
recognition he has deserved for
years. Johnny Depp's perform-
ance in Finding Neverland is
not among his best (he's just a lit-
tle too wooden), so he'U'have to
wait. He'll win an Oscar some-
day, but it won't happen this year.
Then there's Leonardo
DiCaprio and Clint Eastwood,
both of whom could edge out
Foxx. DiCaprio's turn as Howard
Hughes in The Aviator is the
best work of his career, he's
already won the Golden Globe
and a handful of other awards and
he's charmed us all with his boy-
ish grin, so there's a chance he
could win. On the other hand,
Million Dollar Baby has so
many admirers right now that it
could sweep the acting cate-
gories; Clint has never won an
Oscar for his acting, and he is
Hollywood royalty, so the voters
may decide to crown their aged
prince. I'd say look for Foxx to
win, but Clint and Leo will be
nipping at his heels.
Best Original Screenplay: I
think it's about god damn time
Charlie Kaufman got an award.
He is one of the rare examples of
the screenwriter as auteur, every-
thing he's done since Being John
Malkovich has been stunningly
original, and Eternal Sunshine
of the Spotless Mind was prob-
ably the best film of 2004.
However, the Academy often
ignores the sort of quirky stuff
Kaufman specializes in, and since
The Aviator looks poised to
plow through most of the cate-
gories in which it's nominated, it
may get the screenplay Oscar too.
I pray that Kaufman wins, but
The Aviator would be my second
choice.
Best Director: Taylor
Hackford (Ray), Mike Leigh
(Vera Drake), and Alexander
Payne (Sideways) are all talent-
ed directors, but they are going to
be pushed aside by the two giants
in this category, Clint Eastwood
and Martin Scorsese. I honestly
don't see how the Academy could
refuse to award Scorsese this
time. They've jilted him in the
past, but to do so now would only
offer definitive proof of how nar-
row-minded and short-sighted the
Academy really is. Clint has
already won a Best Director
Oscar (for Unforgiven in 1992),
so if the Academy really feels the
need to award him again they
should give him the Best Actor.
There may be some sentiment on
Eastwood's side, but Scorsese
really is the most deserving direc-
tor in the world who has never
won an Oscar, and I think every-
one knows it. It's finally Marty's
time for a trophy.
Best Picture: Ray is a good
biopic, but conventional, so it
won't win. Finding Neverland
was charming, but a little too
mechanical. Sideways was a
lovely little film and certainly
one of the best of last year, but
this kind of low-budget gem
doesn't usually impress Oscar. So
the Best Picture will come down
to a struggle between The
Aviator and Million Dollar
Baby. Eastwood's film has had
support building steadily since
last December, and it is a lean,
old-fashioned story, but the tear-
jerker third act of the film feels a
little gimmicky. By contrast, The
Aviator is a marvelously enter-
taining look at the life of Howard
Hughes, which is a surprising
achievement because large
chunks of Hughes' life were any-
thing but entertaining. A lot of
critics loved the minimalist senti-
mentality of Million Dollar
Baby, and it's the sort of movie
that pulls all the right strings with
Oscar voters as well, but The
Aviator is a much better film,
displaying Scorsese's filmmaking
prowess at its peak. With nomi-
nations in most of the major and
technical categories, I feel The
Aviator will be the big winner on
February 27.
All photos contributed
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